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ABSTRACT 
 
This work deals with a specific masonry building and its behavior after the 2009 Abruzzo earthquake. 
In this study are established a set of different objectives directed to the understanding of the structural 
behaviour of the San Marco church in L’Aquila under the seismic actions, taking into account its initial 
conditions, such as the past structural interventions or the quality of the existing material.  
The knowledge attained form this type of studies is a matter of great interest and importance, in 
particular for the entities that control the preservation of the built heritage, because it helps to prevents 
future errors and allows the definition of more efficient intervention strategies, so important for the 
preservation of this type of buildings in the case of another seismic event. 
As so, the objectives purposed for this study are the following: 
• Present the result of a brief historical research, paying special attention to the 
transformation/structural interventions performed to the church throughout time. Describe in a 
more detailed way the existent structural interventions and assess its efficiency discussing 
how they influenced the structural behaviour of the church in particular the damage 
mechanisms.  
• General and structural description of the San Marco church.  
• Assess the present state of damage, through the elaboration intuitive damage maps.  
• Analyze the activated mechanism on the church and its level of activation, according to the 
abacus present on the 1st level form (“Scheda per il rilievo del danno ai beni culturali – 
Chiese”). 
• Perform the analysis of the collapse mechanisms of chosen structural elements using c-Sisma 
program. 
• Correlate the present overall damage state of the church with the pre-existent interventions, 
the material quality and the activated damage mechanisms.  
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ESTRATTO 
 
Obiettivo principale di questo studio è comprendere le cause strutturali che hanno portato al collasso, 
quasi totale, della chiesa di San Marco, situata nel centro storico de L’Aquila, durante il terremoto che 
ha colpito la città nell’aprile 2009. Per far ciò è stata naturalmente necessaria un’indagine storica sia 
dal punto di vista evolutivo del manufatto, sia degli interventi di recupero e restauro subiti. Altrettanto 
importante è stato, e lo è tuttora, lo studio dei materiali: le loro modalità d’impiego, le proprietà fisiche 
e meccaniche, rivestono, infatti, un ruolo basilare per la corretta identificazione strutturale del 
manufatto. 
Conoscere e capire gli effetti degli interventi eseguiti nel passato, è oggi materia di grande interesse, 
soprattutto quando si studiano edifici tutelati, edifici quindi che fanno parte del nostro patrimonio 
culturale e come tali vanno consolidati, preservati e protetti da eventuali danni causati dall’uomo. 
L’obiettivo è quindi quello di prevenire errori in fase di consolidamento, trovare nuove strategie di 
conservazione e far sì che il nostro patrimonio venga conservato nel migliore dei modi. Tuttavia risulta 
fondamentale la salvaguardia di questi edifici “dall’attacco” di eventuali eventi sismici, e in questa 
prospettiva molta ricerca è, è stata e dovrà essere svolta. 
Lo studio della Chiesa di San Marco sarà suddiviso nell’analisi di vari aspetti che possiamo 
suddividere in tre gruppi: inizialmente sarà focalizzato su una breve ricerca storica del manufatto, 
finalizzata principalmente all’individuazione di quegli aspetti strutturali evolutivi che ci aiutino a 
comprendere il reale comportamento dell’edificio, per poi analizzare gli interventi di consolidamento 
eseguiti dagli anni ’70 ad oggi, al fine di capirne l’efficacia e gli effetti che questi hanno prodotto sulla 
struttura. Si passerà poi alla descrizione della chiesa di San Marco, con individuazione delle sue parti 
strutturali e dei suoi elementi costruttivi. Nella terza fase sarà stimato l’attuale stato del danno e 
verranno analizzati i meccanismi attivati e valutazione del loro livello di attivazione. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Objectives 
In this study are established a set of different objectives directed to the understanding of the structural 
behaviour of the San Marco church in L’Aquila under seismic actions, taking into account its initial 
conditions, such as the past structural interventions or the quality of the existing material.  
The knowledge attained form this type of studies is a matter of great interest and importance, in 
particular for the entities that control the preservation of the built heritage, because it helps to prevents 
future errors and allows the definition of more efficient intervention strategies, so important for the 
preservation of this type of buildings in the case of another seismic event. 
In the study case of the San Marco Church, will be analysed different aspects that could be divided in 
three main groups: (1) brief historical research in which a special attention to the 
transformation/structural interventions performed to the church throughout time will be paid. 
Deepening these aspects the existent structural interventions and their efficiency will be discussed in 
order to assess the structural behaviour of the church in particular and the damage mechanisms; (2) 
general and structural description of the San Marco church will be developed focusing on its 
constructive components; (3) In the last part the actual state of damage will be assessed. In these 
chapters the analysis of the activated mechanism will be developed, followed by the cinematic 
analysis.  
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1.2 Organization 
The organization of this work is a result of the previously proposed objectives. As so, it will be divided 
in 7 points, which will be briefly resumed on the following paragraphs. 
On point 1, are presented the proposed objectives along with a brief description of the work contents 
and organization. 
On point 2, are presented the results of a brief historical research in which is paid a special attention to 
the several interventions performed on the church throughout time. This information is of great value 
when addressing the structural behaviour of the structure especially in what concerns seismic loads. 
On point 3, it is performed a description of the San Marco church, composed by the; geometrical 
characterization of the structured based on the measurements attained during the technical surveys 
and on the geometrical info given by the responsible of the church;  
On point 4 of this work, the present state of damage of the San Marcos church is assessed, through 
the elaboration of intuitive damage maps and the visual representation of the pre-existent 
interventions. 
On point 5, it is performed a detailed analyzes of the activated mechanism and of its level of 
activation, according to the abacus present on the 1st level form (“Scheda per il rilievo del danno ai 
beni culturali – Chiese”). In this analyses are established and discussed hypothesis for the mechanism 
activation based on the symptomatic signs found on the post-seismic scenario of the church. 
On point 6, it is performed a macro elements analysis, using the program c-Sisma, on some structural 
elements and collapse mechanisms that were considered as dominant on the church behaviour, 
based on the previous analysis performed on point 6.  
On the last point of this work, point 7, the final and most relevant conclusions will be presented and 
discussed.  
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2. HISTORICAL RESEARCH 
The San Marco church dates from the end of the 13th century beginning of the 14th century. The 
church was built by initiative of the habitants of Pianola. 
The church is located on the hearth of the city of L’Aquila, between the Via dei Neri street and the 
Piazza della Prefettura. 
 
Figure 1: Location of the San Marco church within L’Aquila. 
 
San Marco church is one of the first churches built in L’Aquila in the second half of 13th century. 
Medieval traces are preserved mainly in the external walls and in the lateral portal, which is from the 
14th century. The main façade could be built at the beginning of the XV century. The building was 
completely restructured around 1750. The two bell towers belong to that period.  
The construction was carried out on the initiative of Pianola’s inhabitants. 
The portal on left side is considered more ancient than the one on the main façade. The minor Portal 
has to be grouped with the other of identical setting present in S.Antonio, in Santa Maria del Guasto, 
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in San Vito, in the Madonna del Carmine, etc... The structural and decorative components are 
identical. In San Marco church there are four symbols of the Evangelists, three to the left and one to 
right, adorn the lintel with the usual "Angus Dei". The decoration is completed with the figures of St 
Abate and of San Marco’s insignia. 
In the last century the internal late-baroque covering, coming from the 1700s, has been restored. The 
medieval structures added on the facade on the XVIII century, has not removed anything to the 
original beauty. This beauty is increased by the presence of the gothic single ancient windows, and by 
the apparatus “Aquilano” presents in the masonry external leave. 
Nowadays, the San Marco church presents the following aspect, (Figure 2 and Figure 3): 
 
Figure 2: Plant of the San Marco church. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 3: Prospects of the San Marco church. (a) Lateral right façade. (b) Lateral left façade. (c) 
Frontal façade. (d) Transversal section. 
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2.1 Interventions 
Throughout the years the San Marco church underwent several structural and non structural 
maintenance works. The main interventions were performed in 1970, 2005 and 2007. Next are 
presented the several interventions on the church, along with a brief description and the respective 
date of interventions. 
2.1.1 Intervention of 1970 
A - Structural: Substitution of the old wooden roof 
In 1970, the San Marco church underwent a very intrusive intervention that consisted on the removal 
of the entire pre existent wooden roof and its replacement with a new one made by prefabricated 
beams and roof slab (Figure 4). In order to make this roof as self supporting as possible it was also 
considered in this intervention steel ties placed on each of the alignments of the pre-fabricated beams, 
as can be seen in Figure 4b. It is possible to observe that on the nave, the central element where the 
pre-fabricated beams meet (Figure 4a) it is not pre-fabricated, but was built in-situ. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4: San Marco ceiling made by prefabricated beams and roof slab 
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B - Structural: R.C. elements over the presbytery 
During the intervention of substitution of the roof it was also constructed over the presbytery a R.C. 
structure to support it in this area. This structure is composed by two R.C. beams positioned over the 
lateral arches of the presbytery and by two timpani, one positioned over the arch that separates the 
transept form the nave and another over the arch that separates the transept from the apses, (Figure 
5). These R.C. timpani unloads mainly on the lateral walls, however due to the way they are 
constructed part of the load is directly unloaded on the arches, either on the central part and on the 
infill material. 
TRAVE C.A.
TIMPANO C.A.
A
A'
TESSUTO IN FIBRA DI CARBONIO  
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5: Location of the R.C. elements over the presbytery. 
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(a) 
   
(b) 
Figure 6: R.C. elements that support the roof over the presbytery. (a) Internal view. (b) External view. 
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2.1.2 Intervention of 2005 
In 2005 the San Marco church underwent a series of maintenance (structural and non structural) 
interventions that consisted essentially on: 
A - Non Structural: Removal of the old eaves and construction of new ones 
As can be observed in Figure 7a, before the intervention in 2005 the eaves presented a general state 
of advanced degradation essentially do to its age and environmental conditions to which they were 
submitted to throughout time. In some places it was even possible to observe the collapse of this 
element. 
In 2005 the old eaves structure was removed and replaced by a new one (Figure 7b).  The supporting 
structure of the new eaves was executed with rectangular section wood elements fixed to the top of 
the perimetrical walls using  2 volts each. Afterwards, the fix part of these elements was covered with 
a concrete regularization layer over which it was placed the isolation layers, and the part in console 
was covered by wood plates and tiles, the final result presented in Figure 7b was achieved. 
  
(a) 
  
(b) 
Figure 7: Eaves. (a) Before the intervention in 2005. (b) After the intervention in 2005. 
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B - Structural: Construction of the new wooden roof on the bell towers 
The old wooden roof of the bell towers (Figure 8b) was replaced by a new one also in wood (Figure 
8c) with metallic connection reinforcements. Over this new structure it was applied an isolation that 
served also as a support to the tiles. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
   
(c) 
Figure 8: Bell towers roof. (a) Localization. (b) Before the intervention. (c) After the intervention. 
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C - Non Structural: Isolation of the church roof. 
In 2005 one of the most extensive works performed was the water and thermal isolation of the entire 
church roof. This isolation was executed according to scheme presented in Figure 9. 
COPPI
ISOLANTE TERMICO
GUAINA CATRAMATA
SOLAIO
 
Figure 9: Scheme of the roof section. 
 
• Roof over the frontal façade 
 
(a) 
   
(b) 
Figure 10: Roof over the frontal façade. 
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• Nave roof 
 
(a) 
  
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 11: Nave roof. (a) Localization. (b) Before the intervention. (c) After the intervention. 
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• Roof over the lateral chapels 
 
(a) 
   
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 12: Roof over the lateral chapels. (a) Localization. (b) Before the intervention. (c) After the 
intervention. 
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• Apse roof 
 
(a) 
   
(b) 
Figure 13: Apses roof. (a) Localization. (b) Composition of the roof after the intervention. 
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D - Non Structural and Structural: Maintenance of the lateral and frontal façades and 
consolidation of the frontal façade 
Before the intervention in 2005 the main façades presented a deteriorated state on the outside, as can 
be seen in Figure 14a. In 2005, different maintenance works were performed on these façades which 
consisted on: 
• Clean the lateral and frontal façades with a water jet, (Figure 14b); 
• Closing the joints with compatible mortar, (Figure 14b); 
• Injection of localized areas on the frontal façade, with the objective of improving the 
connection between the external parament in regular masonry and the internal one composed 
by irregular masonry, (Figure 14c). 
   
(a) 
    
(b) (c) 
Figure 14: Maintenance work on the church façades. 
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E - Structural: Substitution of the bell towers pre-existent iron ties 
As can be observed in Figure 15, during the 2005 intervention it was also performed the replacement 
of the old iron ties positioned on the top part of the bell towers by more recent steel ties with a more 
efficient fixing mechanism. Perhaps the ties were substituted due to its advanced state of degradation 
or lack of efficiency. 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 15: Substitution of the bell towers iron ties. (a) Before the intervention. (b) During the 
intervention. (c) After the intervention. 
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2.1.3 Intervention of 2007 
A - Structural: Application of the carbon fibers to the arches inner face 
The presbytery area is covered by a dome supported on the four perimetrical arches that delimit this 
part of the church. These arches were reinforced in 2007 using carbon fiber layers fixed to the arches 
inner face. In Figure 16 it is possible to observe the different application phases of this reinforcement, 
this process consisted basically of: 
• Injection of the central part of the arch (Figure 16a); 
• Regularization of the surface with mortar, (Figure 16b); 
• Application of the Mapei glue over the regularized surface, (Figure 16c); 
• Application of the carbon fiber layers, (Figure 16d); 
• Fixation of the C.F. layers to the arches using C.F strings, (Figure 16e); 
• Final regularization layer applied over the C.F. layers, (Figure 16f). 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 16: Different phases of application of the carbon fibers to the arches. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 17: Reinforcement with carbon fibres after the earthquake. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING 
This Chapter refers to the Point n° 3 of the report entitled “Caso studio: San Marco” and made by the 
department of civil engineer of the university of Padua in collaboration with the Politecnico of Milan, in 
2009.  
3.1 Geometrical Survey 
In this chapter are presented the drawings representing the all church, provided to us by the Architect 
responsible for the church. The dimensions in these drawings have been performed and validated 
during the technical inspections to the building.  
 
 
(a) 
  
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 18: Geometrical survey of San Marco Church. 
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4.  SYNTHESIS OF THE PRESENT STATE (POST-SEISMIC) 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
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(c) 
Figure 19: Crack map of the San Marco church in result of the April seismic event in Abruzzo.  
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5. DAMAGE MECHANISMS (ACTIVATED) 
In this part of the work, the different activated mechanisms of the San Marco church (according to the 
“Scheda per il relieve del danno ai beni culturali – Chiese) are presented along with the individual 
description/analysis of the mechanisms on this particular case and the correspondent photo survey 
and level of damage. 
5.1 Main Façade 
5.1.1 Damage mechanism M1: Out-of-plane deformation of the main façade 
●●○○○ 
During the technical inspections to the church it was possible to observe both on the inside (Figure 
20.a) and on the outside of the church (Figure 20.b) vertical cracks on the connection between the 
frontal and lateral façades, indicative of the activation of 
this out-of-plane movement mechanism. Also indicative 
of this, was the cracks found on the main entrance of the 
church, Figure 21.c. 
Although the cracks present a considerable dimensions, 
this is not the dominant mechanism on this macro-
element. 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
  
Image M1: Mecanism M1 
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(a) 
   
(b) 
  
(c) 
Figure 22: Out-of-plane deformation of the main façade. 
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5.1.2 Damage mechanism M2: Overturning of the upper part of the façade 
●●○○○ 
It is possible to observe on the top part of the main façade some cracks indicative of the activation of 
these mechanisms (Figure 23.). 
The cracks appeared due essentially to the differential 
behaviour of the lower part of the façade and the roof. 
In fact this part of the façade is 0,6m thick, which is a 
low value when compared with the walls that supports 
it, where the sum of the external and internal layer is 
2,0m. 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Overturning of the upper part of the façade 
 
Image 2: Mecanism M2 
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5.1.3 Damage mechanism M3: Main façade in-plane mechanism 
●●●○○ 
The dominant mechanism activated in the frontal façade is the in-plane one. This mechanism is also 
consistent with the seism preferential acting direction. 
As can be observed in Figure 21 this façade presents well pronounced inclined 
shear cracks, perfectly visible on its outer (a) and inner (Figure 25b) face. These 
cracks, both for its distribution and form, appeared to cross all the wall section.  
The activation of this mechanism could also be the cause of the partial collapse 
over the window existent on these façade (Figure 26a). 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
  
(a) (b) 
   
(c) (d) (e) 
Figure 27: In-plane mechanism of the main façade 
Image 3: Mecanism 
M3 
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5.2 Aula 
5.2.1 Damage mechanism M5: Transversal response of the “Aula” 
●●●●● 
 
The transversal response mechanism is one of the mechanisms, if not the 
mechanism, that most severely damaged this church. The main observed 
symptoms of this mechanism are the following: 
 
• Partial collapse of the left façade, (Figure 28a). As we can observe on 
the crack map (Chapter 3) the collapse was concentrated on the upper part of this façade. It is 
also important to notice that the chapel roof as a constant height and thickness on both lateral 
façades except on the mention collapsed area of the left façade, where it presents a height 
reduction. This means that this section is slender and so has a higher free mass than the one 
of opposite façade, making it more vulnerable to outer-plane vibration. So when this 
mechanism was activated this set of particularities probably contributed to the collapse of this 
specific area and not of the all upper wall on both façades. 
• The transversal response mechanism caused the out-of-plane movement of the lateral 
façades and the collapse of the central arches along with its supporting pillars on the left 
façade, (Figure 29b).  The way in which the central arches are collapse also allow to establish 
the orientation of the first main action on the church, in this case it appears to be orientated 
from the right façade to the left façade. This action caused the attenuation of the horizontal 
load introduced by the arch on the right façade and an overpressure of the left side of the arch 
according to the schematic collapse mechanism presented next.  
Seismic Action
Vertical Load
Action on Left Wall Action on Right Wall   
This over pressure caused the total collapse of the arch on the left side along with the infill and 
supporting pillars, while on the right side part of the arches, the correspondent infill and the pillars 
remained intact. 
• Horizontal cracks near the base of the nave pillars, Figure 30c, indicate the transversal 
behaviour of the church. 
Image 4: Mecanism 
M5 
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• Longitudinal cracks on the remaining arches which continue through the adjacent vaults, 
(Figure 31d). 
• Loss of pillar section/material caused by a tensile/compressive phenomenon which is the 
result of the cyclic transversal movement of the church during the earthquake, (Figure 32e). 
The partial collapse of the transition arch between the presbytery and the nave (Figure 33f) has been 
influenced by many different reasons. This arch was reinforced with carbon fibres on the intradoses 
and injected in mid spam. Over it was placed a reinforced concrete tympanum functioning, among 
other things, as a stabilizing element. Despite of the reinforcements, the central part of the arch that 
contains the injected area collapsed. Although the obvious primary reason to explain this collapse is 
the accentuated transversal movement, the joint behaviour of the reinforced arch and of the R.C. 
structure placed over it not only showed inefficiency but apparently contributed actively to the collapse. 
The R.C. timpani due to its rigid rotation put pressure on the arch forcing it to crack on the weakest 
place, i.e., on the boundary of the injection where the difference of stiffness on the arch is 
accentuated. Once the central block has been surrounded by a cracks pattern, as the one visible in 
the other non-injected arch (see mechanism 14) , it fell down detaching all the carbon fibres 
reinforcement. The carbon fibre reinforcement action wasn’t enough to prevent this collapse. 
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Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
(a) 
 
   
(b) 
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(c) 
   
(d) (e) 
  
(f) 
Figure 34: Transversal response of the “Aula”. 
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5.2.2 Damage mechanism M6: Shear stress on the lateral walls 
(longitudinal behaviour) 
●○○○○ 
The shear mechanism is almost imperceptible on the lateral walls (Figure 
35), and as so it is a very lightly activated mechanism. The shear damage 
was mainly concentrated on the transversal walls (Y direction) due the 
higher vulnerability of the church in this direction and to the apparent 
preferential acting direction of the seism (also in Y). 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 36: Shear stress on the lateral walls (longitudinal behaviour). 
 
Image 5: Mecanism M6
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5.2.3 Damage mechanism M8: Central nave vaults 
●●●●● 
As can be observed in Figure 37 the nave vaults almost entirely collapsed, 
essentially due to the collapse of some of the nave central arches caused 
by the accentuated and damaging transversal response mechanism of the 
church, described in mechanism M5.  
These vaults were composed by xxxx (Paola) and so they were not 
structural. For this reason they were structurally weak and incapable of 
withstanding any action without the arches.  
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 38: Collapse of the vaults in the aula and in the central nave. 
 
Image 6: Mecanism M8 
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5.3 Transept 
5.3.1 Damage mechanism M10: Out-of-plane deformation of the transept 
extremity wall 
●●●○○ 
It is important to refer that although in this church there isn’t 
transept, in order to distinguish and characterized the behaviour of 
this particular area it was adopted and considered as suitable this 
mechanism of damage. 
During the inspection of this part of the church, this mechanism is 
easily observed. Accentuated cracks developed between the extremity and lateral walls of the transept 
(Figure 39a). 
The collapse of the “transept” vault near the extremity walls and the horizontal crack near the base are 
also indicative of this out-of-plane movement, (Figure 40b). 
This kind of movement (especially on the right “transept”) caused the beginning of the overturning of 
the lintel over the windows, which is perfectly visible in Figure 5c. 
The reinforced concrete “box” over the dome had no influence on the out-of-plane movement of the 
“transept” extremity walls because, as shown in Figure 5, there is no connection between the R.C. 
“box” and the extremity walls except for the brick vaults. 
Image 7: Mecanism M10 
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Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 41: Overturning of the “transept” extremity wall. 
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5.3.2 Damage mechanism M11: Shear mechanism on the transept walls 
●●○○○ 
This shear mechanism is similar to mechanism 6 and it doesn’t 
have high level of activation. From Figure 42b it is possible to see 
the external crack running from the roof to the lower part of the 
window, on the left side of the transept. 
The crack appearance is related not only with the in-plane 
movement of the “transept” wall, but also with its out of plane 
deformation. The shear mechanism has been activated mainly in 
the upper part of the transept; because the lower one is strengthened by the nave lateral wall. This 
mechanism involved the internal vault which collapses in the corresponding point, Figure 43c. 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 44: Shear mechanism on the “transept” walls. 
 
Image 8: Mecanism M11 
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5.3.3 Damage mechanism M12: Transept vaults  
●●●●○ 
The “transept” brick vaults are not very extensive but sustained 
severe damage especially due to the joint in-plane and out-of-plane 
movement of the extremity walls, as already explained in the 
previous mechanism, Figure 45. The oscillation movement of the 
R.C. “box” has influenced the collapse of the “transept” vaults. 
Evidence of this movement are the cracks between the vaults and 
the extremity walls of the “transept” (Figure 46a and Figure 47b) 
and the cracks between the presbytery lateral arches and the dome 
(Figure 48c). 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 49: Cracks on the “transept” vault. 
 
Image 9: Mecanism M12 
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5.4 Triumphal Arch 
5.4.1 Damage mechanism M13: 
Triumphal arch 
●●●●● 
It is important to refer that although in this church there 
isn’t a triumphal arch, in order to distinguish and 
characterized the behaviour of this particular arch it was 
adopted this mechanism of damage, considered as 
suitable to this particular case. 
This arch presents a major crack that crosses the entire 
middle spam section of the arch, (Figure 50b). The adjacent dome is also much damaged, as are the 
connections between the arch and the supporting pillars, (Figure 51a and Figure 52c). 
As explained in the previous chapter, this arch was reinforced with carbon fiber on the inner face and 
injected in its mid span. These interventions, combined with the presence of a reinforced concrete 
tympanum acting over the arch, allow us to understand its collapse behaviour.  
The R.C. tympanum in static conditions has a stabilizing effect, because it puts distributed pressure on 
the upper part of the arch. 
When submitted to a dynamic action the tympanum has a negative influence, because it rotates rigidly 
and puts an overpressure in a concentrated area, corresponding approximately to ¼ of the arch span. 
Due to the inversion of the dynamic action a symmetrical hinges would appear at ¾ of the span. In this 
case, the lower reinforcement didn’t allow these hinges to appear and, as shown in the Figure 53, 
significant cracks appeared over these points. 
The central hinge is connected to the alternation of the loads, which deformed the arches in both 
directions and caused a significant concentration of forces in that area. 
Below is reported the theoretic arch deformed shape, when loaded by a punctual force applied at the 
¼ of the span. 
 
 
Image 11: arch deformed shape 
Image 10: Mecanism M13 
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In the case of intrados reinforcement the theoretic behaviour is the following: 
 
Image 12: intrados reinforcement 
 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 54: Damage state of the triumphal arch. 
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5.5 Dome 
5.5.1 Damage mechanism M14: Dome and Tambour/Lantern 
●●●●○ 
As can be seen in Figure 55 the dome over the presbytery area 
sustained extensive damage. Its support system is compromised: 
one of the supporting arches collapsed while the other 3 are 
severely damaged, even in risk of collapse. 
As already explained in the intervention’s chapter, during 1970 the 
roof has been modified. The new roof, over the dome, was built in order to exclusively unload its 
weight on the two timpani. So that the roof was not acting directly on the dome. In that occasion the 
“”frenelli”” have been cut exactly at their connection with the lateral walls. At that point, their main 
structural function strengthening has been reduced drastically. 
If by one side the R.C. “box” reduced the differential movement in between the dome’s supports, on 
the other hand it damaged the supporting structure, causing the existing cracks scenery. In fact the 
cracks present are not compatible with the usual dome behaviour which expects longitudinal and 
radial cracks.  
The present state of the dome represents a serious danger of collapse. 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 56: Cracks on the dome. 
 
Image 13: Mecanism M14 
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5.6 Apses 
5.6.1 Damage mechanism M16: Out-of-plane deformation of the apses 
●●●●○ 
The apses overturning appeared only in the upper part 
of the back wall, because, up to 2/3 of the height the 
church is confined by other buildings as can be seen 
in Figure 57. 
By the way all the previous activated mechanism and 
the low material quality contributed to the overturning 
of the upper part of the apses. 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 58: Apses overturning. 
 
Image 14: Mecanism M16 
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5.6.2 Damage mechanism M17: Shear mechanism in the apses 
●●●●○ 
The shear damage to the main chapel façades is quite 
extensive and distributed as can be observed in Figure 
59. 
In the right façade of the main chapel occurred a partial 
collapse (Figure 60b) result not only of the shear 
mechanism but also of previously refereed outer plane 
movement mechanism of the main chapel. Another 
cause could be related with the interaction with the adjacent bodies with different heights, as in the 
case of the main chapel which is partially in aggregate with other bodies. 
Photographic register of the damages mechanism 
   
(a) 
   
(b) 
Figure 61: Shear cracks on the apses walls. 
Image 15: Mecanism M17 
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5.6.3 Damage mechanism M18: Presbytery or apses vaults 
●●●●● 
As can be observed in Figure 62 the entire vault of the 
main chapel collapsed. This event could be mainly related 
with the collapse of the arch between the presbytery and 
the apses. This arch supported a low quality masonry wall 
that served as support to the apses roof. Once the arch 
collapsed, the wall over it followed it causing the collapse 
of the roof over the vault. 
The collapse of the arch resulted of: (1) the in-plane and out-of-plane movement of the apses 
perimetrical walls, (2) the differential behaviour between the transept and apses and (3) the 
transversal response of the church.  
 
Photographic register of the damages mechanism 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 63: Collapse of the apses vault. 
Image 16: Mecanism M18 
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5.7 Covering elements 
5.7.1 Damage mechanism M19: Aula’s covering elements 
●●●○○ 
This mechanism is activated all around the structure. In both lateral 
façades of the nave there are horizontal cracks near the roof of the church 
and of the lateral chapels, Figure 64. These cracks are indicative of the 
transversal movement of the roof, and it is pushing effect on the walls. The 
height position of these cracks is almost constant when measured from the 
eaves. That shows connection between the joists and the masonry, but in 
the other hand shows the lack of stresses distributions along the height. 
 
 
Photographic register of the damages mechanism 
   
(a) Right lateral façade. 
   
(b) Left lateral façade. 
Figure 65: Damage on the “Aula” roof elements. 
 
Image 17: 
Mecanism M19 
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5.7.2 Damage mechanism M20: Transept’s covering elements 
●●●●○ 
The cracks most representative of this mechanism, are the horizontal 
cracks observed on the lateral “transept” walls, (Figure 66c), where the 
roof unloads. These cracks appeared due to the pushing movement of 
the roof over the lateral “transept” walls caused by the seismic vibration. 
The cracks position might be related with the disposition of the existent 
pre-fabricated joist over this part of the walls. 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 67: Damage on the transept roof elements. 
 
Image 18: Mecanism M20
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5.7.3 Damage mechanism M21: Apses’ covering elements 
●●●●● 
As can be observed in Figure 68 the entire roof of the main chapel collapsed. 
Also in this case, the most probable reasons are the same us presented in the 
mechanism M18. Once the arch collapsed, the wall over it, characterized by a 
low and inconsistence quality, followed it dragging the part of the roof supported 
on it over the vault.  
Could be also possible that the wall collapse caused an extra load and an 
extra vertical acceleration. In that case the arch didn’t resist and the mechanism was activated. 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) 
   
(b) 
Image 19: Mecanism M21 
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(c) 
Figure 69: Collapse of the roof apses elements. 
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5.8 Chapels 
5.8.1 Damage mechanism M22:  Out-of-plane deformation of the church 
chapels 
●●●●○ 
On this type of structure (churches) where the global behaviour 
depends essentially on the walls response, which are the most 
important resistant elements, this mechanism and its current level 
of damage presents a serious and immediate danger in case of a 
future earthquake, because it compromises the general structural 
integrity of the church. 
It is clearly visible both from the inside (Figure 70a) and the outside (Figure 71b) that the nave right 
façade which is also the extremity wall of the chapels embedded in this façade, presents a very 
pronounced out-of-plane deformation. Observing this deformation from the outside is possible to see 
that the external layer (Figure 72b) is completely detached from the internal one. That could be related 
with the skin-deep consolidation made on the external surface. A deeper treatment could have 
avoided this kind detachment.  
It is important to notice that as referred in point 2 this out-of-plane deformation of the external leave 
was already activated before the seism, and so this was an aggravation of a previous damage. 
Image 20: Mecanism M22 
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Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
    
   
(a) 
    
(b) 
Figure 73: Out-of-plane deformation of the church chapels. 
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5.8.2 Damage mechanism M23: Shear mechanism on the chapel walls 
●●○○○ 
The shear cracks visible on the chapel’s lateral façades (Figure 74) are essentially related with the 
out-of-plane movement of the extremity walls of the chapels. As so this shear mechanism it is not very 
important when compared to the others. Its level of damage is always dependent on the mechanism 
that causes it and as severe as the causing mechanism allows it. 
 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 75: Shear mechanism on the chapel walls. 
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5.8.3 Damage mechanism M24: Chapels vaults 
●●●●○ 
The chapels vaults embedded on the nave right facade sustained 
severe damage especially do to the well visible out-of-plane 
movement of its extremity walls, Figure 76a.  
As for the chapels embedded on the nave left façade the scenery 
was worst, because almost all of the chapel vaults collapsed 
(Figure 77b), along with the central nave arches and respective 
pillars, essentially due a very pronounced transversal response 
of the church, as described in mechanism M5. 
As mentioned on the chapter regarding the historical research the church was initially designed with 
only one nave. In a following constructive phase the lateral chapels were built. The fact that we are 
talking about two different constructive phases can mean that the connection between the chapel 
lateral walls and the pre existent extremity wall is very poor. This poor connection can be another 
reason for the observed accentuated outer-plane movement. 
Image 21: Mecanism M24 
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Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) 
    
  
(b) 
Figure 78: Damage on the chapel vaults. (a) Right lateral façade. (b) Left lateral façade. 
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5.9 Bell Towers 
5.9.1 Damage mechanism M28: Bell tower 
●●○○○ 
Although some extent of damage is visible on the towers 
(Figure 79 and Figure 80), both towers presented a good 
overall behaviour to the seismic actions. This apparent 
good state of the bell towers is certainly due, in a great 
part, to the several strengthening metallic ties existent on 
these elements. 
Photographic register of the damage mechanism 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 81: Left bell tower. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 82: Right bell tower. 
Image 22: Mecanism M28 
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As can be observed in Figure 83, the damage level for each of the activated mechanisms is in general 
high, presenting an average value of 3.5 that corresponds to a serious to very serious overall state of 
damage. The highest level of damage activation (collapse level) appeared on the mechanisms 5, 8, 
13, 18 and 21. 
 
Figure 83: Damage level for each of the activated mechanisms. 
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5.10 Damage index 
 
The damage index is given by equation (1) where d represents the total damage score for all the 
activated mechanisms, and n is the number of the possibly activated mechanisms. The possibly 
activated mechanisms of this church are 22, one more than the activated presented on the previous 
point (activated mechanisms = 21). 
 
 
(1) 
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6. MECHANISM ANALYSIS (C-SISMA) 
6.1 Introduction 
This mechanism analysis has been performed using C-Sisma, which is a procedure that allows 
calculating automatically the collapse coefficients (c) related with a single elementary kinematism of 
macro elements, which can be individuated in the masonry buildings.  This program allows studying 
20 different out-of-plane mechanisms, 5 different types of in-plane collapse (kinematic chain) and also 
4 out-of-plane collapse conditions for walls in which its texture is known.  
Using this program is possible to obtain the collapse coefficient (2) for each of the analysed 
mechanisms of the structure. The minimum value of c corresponds to the first mechanism that will be 
activated, between the ones considered on the analysis, considering the imposed initial conditions. 
 
 
 
(2) 
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6.2 Seismic Action 
In order to perform this analysis it is necessary first to define the initial general parameters (Figure 84) 
related with the characterization of the seismic action, according to the “Ordinanza 3274 modificata 
dall’OPCM 3431 e dall’OPCM 3519” and to the Italian Guidelines (“Linee Guida per la valutazione e 
riduzione del rischio sismico del patrimonio culturale con riferimento alle norme tecniche per le 
costruzioni”). The necessary parameters are the following: 
• Building height; 
• Peak ground acceleration; 
• Type of foundation soil; 
• Importance coefficient of the analyzed building, that depends essentially on its use;  
• Amplification coefficient related with the topographic conditions of the terrain.  
 
In the particular case of the San Marco church, the chosen parameters were the following: 
 
Figure 85: Definition of the seismic action in the program C-Sisma. 
 
• The average height considered for this church was 15.0m measured on the plants attained 
and validated during the technical inspections; 
 
• Because it wasn’t possible to perform accurate tests to the soil capable of assessing its 
resistant capacity, it was assumed in this analysis a type B foundation soil. However, on a 
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more advanced phase of this study, it is advised to perform experimental test on the soil in 
order to validate the considered hypothesis; 
 
• Being the San Marco church considered as cultural heritage the importance coefficient was 
assumed based on table 2.1 of the Italian Guidelines “Linee Guida per la valutazione e 
riduzione del rischio sismico del patrimonio culturale con riferimento alle norme tecniche per le 
costruzioni”, Figure 86. From this table results that, considering the building as having a 
medium relevance and assuming a frequent use its importance factor is 0.8. 
 
Figure 87: Importance factor. 
 
• The amplification factor is used to amplify the seismic action in structure with an importance 
factor higher then 1, based on the topographic conditions of the terrain where it is located. 
Because the San Marco church as an importance factor equal to 0.8, the seismic amplification 
wasn’t considered in this analysis (Amplification coefficient = 1.0).  
 
• The confidence factor is related to the quality level reach during the different inspections. It 
regards the geometrical and metrical survey, the presence of structural details, the availability 
of the material and the soil information. Considering all these aspect is possible to obtain a 
unique value which represent therefore the confidence factor, in this case results equal to 
1,24. Below is reported the input data: 
 
Figure 88: Confidence factor. 
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• As can be observed on the Figure 89 this building is located in seismic zone type 2, to which 
corresponds a Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) equal to 0.25g.  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 90: Hazard map. (a) Italy. (b) Abruzzo region. 
 
However, the “Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia” in cooperation with the Italian Civil 
Protection, published the earthquake data of the 06-04-2009 shock, in this day the shock had a ML 
Magnitude equal to 5.9. As so, it’s more realistic and accurate for this analysis to use this data instead 
of the values presented in the code. To analyze the church, it was inputted into the program C-Sisma 
a Peak Ground acceleration of 0,6592g [m/s2]. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
(c) 
Figure 91: Recorded seismic action on the 06/04/2009. (a) Main shock. (b) Waveform data. (c) 
Magnitude. 
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6.3 Kinematic Analysis 
As a result of the previous analysis of the activated damage mechanisms on the church, were chosen 
the apparently most conditioning structural elements and correspondent collapse mechanisms (Figure 
92) to which perform this kinematic analysis using the program c-Sisma. 
FRONTAL FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 1.2
        MECHANISM 4.1
EXTREMITY TRANSEPT FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 2.2
POSTERIOR APSES FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 1.1
RIGHT LATERAL FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 1.2
        MECHANISM 1.5
LEFT LATERAL FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 1.5
        MECHANISM 1.6  
Figure 93:Structure elements and collapse mechanism chosen to be analyzed with c-Sisma 
 
In order to perform this analysis, besides the previously defined seismic action it is necessary to set 
the particular geometrical properties, material properties and the applied loads of each analysed 
mechanisms. The geometrical properties were measured on the AutoCAD drawings of the church and 
validated with data gathered in-situ. The material properties of the different church elements were 
defined based on the wall quality studies presented in the Annex 1. The applied loads were defined 
based on the geometrical and material properties of the church. Some of the loads such as the self-
weight were automatically calculated by the program c-Sisma, as for the others were calculated 
separately, also using limit analysis and inserted on the program as input data. Next are presented the 
kinematic analysis for each of the chosen elements, along with the required input parameters and 
attained results.   
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6.3.1 Frontal Façade 
On the analysis of the frontal façade were considered two different collapse mechanisms:  
• Mechanism 1.2 which is related with the out-of-plane movement of a simply supported double 
leave wall. 
• Mechanism 4.1 which is related with the in-plane movement of a limited portion of a wall. 
 
The analysis of these mechanisms is presented. The required specific parameters for each one of 
them are reported in the following tables. 
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• Mechanism 1.2 
 
 
 
FRONTAL FAÇADE
        M ECHANISM  1.2
        M ECHANISM  4.1
 
Geometrical properties 
h1 Height of the external leave 15.0m 
b1 Average thickness of the external leave 0.30m 
h2 Height of the internal leave 15.0m 
b2 Average thickness of the internal leave 1.20m 
Loads 
P1 Self-weight of the external leave 97.2kN 
N1 Vertical load on the external leave 51.8kN 
N1o Horizontal force due to the vaults - 
d1 Arm load of N1 0.15m 
P2 Self weight of the internal leave 335.5kN
N2 Vertical load on the internal leave 120.9kN
d2 Arm load of N2 0.15m 
Material properties 
 
σc 
(Mpa) 
σt 
(Mpa) 
ρ 
( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave 
7.0 0.70 2200.0 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900.0 
 
 
Figure 94: Table of Mechanism 1.2 
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Non linear analysis 
By performing the non-linear analysis, the value obtained was d*u = 0.0129, while the value required by 
the Italian code was Δd = 0.6447. The calculated value is very far the required one. 
 
Figure 95: Non-linear analysis of the frontal façade 
 
Notes  
According to the composition of the façade, already described in point 3, it was used in these analysis 
two different materials properties, one for each of the curtains. These material properties have been 
chosen taking into account the data reported in Annex1, and considering for the traction strength (σt) 
1/10 of the compressive value (σc). 
San Marco church was built with a barrel vault, that doesn’t transmit practically any orthogonal force 
on to the analysed façade, as so the only external forces applied in this structural element are the 
vertical loads coming from the bell towers. These forces were calculated based on the towers 
geometrical and material properties. According to the tower constrains, the load applied over the 
frontal wall, is equal to half weight of the tower. This consideration is related with the fact that only half 
part of the bell tower is directly acting over the façade. As so, it was considered that 30.0% of the total 
load introduced by the towers is acting on the external leave and 70.0% on the internal one.  
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
The self-weight of the leaves was calculated automatically by the program based on the input 
geometrical and material properties of each one of them. 
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• Mechanism 4.1 
 
 
FRONTAL FAÇADE
        M ECHANISM  1.2
        M ECHANISM  4.1
 
Geometrical properties 
H Height of the wall 15.0m 
Ld Length of the detached wedge 8.0m 
L Length of the all wall 16.0m 
Material properties 
 
σc 
(Mpa) 
σt 
(Mpa) 
ρ 
( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave 
7.0 0.70 2200.0 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900.0 
Average 
Value 
30%σc ext+70%σc 
int 
3.0 
30%σt 
ext+70%σt int 
0.30 
30%ρ 
ext+70%ρ int 
2000.0 
 
26,0==
g
ac  
 
 
Notes 
On the study of this mechanism it was necessary to define a unique material property (average of two 
sections), assuming that the entire wall was working as a single leave section. To do so, it was 
necessary to assume that the two different leaves were well connected to each other behaving as one. 
The average value of the properties used in this analysis was attained considering 30.0% of the 
external leave properties and 70.0% of the internal leave properties.  
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
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6.3.2 Lateral Façades 
As already explained in point 6, by studying the lateral façades, it was possible to identify through the 
existent crack patterns three different mechanisms. The objective of this analysis is to identify, for 
each mechanism, the collapse coefficient and determine the one that will probably be activated first.  
For the analyses of the right lateral façade were considered two different types of mechanisms:  
• Mechanism 1.2 related with the out-of-plane movement of a simply supported double leave 
wall. Having these wall two different sections along the height, this mechanism typology has 
been studied twice: one for the lower part, which presents a high level of deformation, and one 
for the upper part. These values will be compared with the ones obtained for the opposite 
façade. This comparison will be done in order to check eventual asymmetry effects. 
• Mechanism 1.6 related with the out-of-plane movement of a limited wall portion which has also 
two different thicknesses along the height. The wall portion chosen corresponds to the 
principal nave section where the arches work. The collapse coefficient obtained will be 
compared with the one coming from the opposite façade. Will be possible to notice how the 
higher slender upper part of the left façade reduces considerably the c coefficient.  
For the analyses of the left lateral façade have been considered three different types of mechanisms:  
• Mechanism 1.2, already explained, is related with the out-of-plane movement of a simply 
supported double leave wall. 
• Mechanism 1.6 valuated in the section where the arches work, in order to analyse their 
contributions to the overturning mechanism.  
• Mechanism 1.5 which represent a wall constrained by a tie applied on the upper edge. This 
element avoids the overturning of the all section; however, in the point in which the resultant 
force touches the external limit of the section, a hinge will appear. This specific mechanism 
has been analysed considering just the upper part of the lateral façade and assuming that the 
lower part, with a bigger thickness won’t move 
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6.3.2.1  Right lateral Façade 
 
RIGHT LATERAL FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 1.2
        MECHANISM 1.5
 
Figure 96: Right lateral façade. 
 
The analysis of these mechanisms is presented next, along with the required specific parameters for 
each one of them and the attained results. 
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• Mechanism 1.2, Analysis of the lower part of the wall 
 
 
 
 
Geometrical properties 
h1 Height of the external leave 9.0m 
b1 Average thickness of the external leave 0.30m 
h2 Height of the internal leave 9.0m 
b2 Average thickness of the internal leave 0.70m 
Loads 
P1 Self-weight of the external leave 58.3kN 
N1 Vertical load on the external leave 2.6kN 
N1o Horizontal force due to the vaults - 
d1 Arm load of N1 0.15m 
P2 Self weight of the internal leave 50.3kN 
N2 Vertical load on the internal leave 6.1kN 
d2 Arm load of N2 0.35m 
Material properties 
 
σc 
(Mpa) 
σt 
(Mpa) 
ρ 
( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave 
6.0 0.6 2200.0 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900.0 
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Non linear analysis 
By performing the non-linear analysis, the value obtained was d*u = 0.0188, while the value required by 
the Italian code was Δd = 0.3647. The calculated value is very far the required one. 
 
Figure 97: Non-linear analysis of the the lower part of the right lateral façade 
 
Notes 
The material properties used in this mechanism analysis were defined based on the conclusions 
withdrawn on point 3 of this work and considering for the traction strength (σt) 1/10 of the compressive 
value (σc). 
Observing the existing damage pattern (point 3), it was possible to notice in the lower part of the 
façade that the external leave detached from the internal one. The analysed section of this wall was 
the middle section of the chapels that correspond to the worst section, in terms of resistance against 
horizontal forces. In these sections there isn’t the contribution of the transversal walls to increase the 
resistance of the lateral façade to the horizontal loads. However it should be noticed that this 
transversal almost don’t contribute for the increase of resistance of this element in what concerns the 
out-of-plane deformation for the exterior, due to the almost lack of connection between this walls and 
the lateral façade. This weak connection is due to the fact that the chapels were added to the church 
on a subsequent phase of construction.    
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The chapel’s vaults don’t unload on this element and as so they don’t act on the lateral façade as 
external loads. As so, the vertical load acting on this wall is coming exclusively from the roof. It was 
estimated according to the geometrical and material properties of the roof, and also to the way it 
unloads on the walls. The attained value for this load was of 250.0Kg/m2. The force considered is 
equal to half roof surface multiplied by the specific weight.  
Also in this case the distribution of the external loads was performed taking into account the section of 
each of the two leaves that compose the lateral wall. In this specific case, 30.0% of the roof load was 
considered as acting on the external leave while the remaining 70.0% was considered as acting on 
internal one.  
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
The self-weight of the leaves was calculated automatically by the program based on the input 
geometrical and material properties of each one of them. 
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• Mechanism 1.2, Analysis of the upper part of the wall 
 
 
 
 
Geometrical properties 
h1 Height of the external leave 6.5m 
b1 Average thickness of the external leave 0.30m 
h2 Height of the internal leave 6.5m 
b2 Average thickness of the internal leave 0.5m 
Loads 
P1 Self weight of the external leave 42.1kN 
N1 Vertical load on the external leave 7.1kN 
N1o Horizontal force due to the vaults - 
d1 Arm load of N1 0.15m 
P2 Self weight of the internal leave 60.6kN 
N2 Vertical load on the internal leave 16.6kN 
d2 Arm load of N2 0.35m 
Material properties 
 
σc 
(Mpa) 
σt 
(Mpa) 
ρ 
( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave 
6.0 0.6 2200.0 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900.0 
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Non linear analysis 
By performing the non-linear analysis, the value obtained was d*u = 0.0232, while the value required by 
the Italian code was Δd = 0.3408. The calculated value is very far the required one. 
 
Figure 98: Non-linear analysis of the the upper part of the right lateral façade 
Notes 
This mechanism has been studied considering the upper part of the lateral wall. Its collapse coefficient 
will be compared with the symmetrical section that collapsed during the earthquake. 
The material properties used in this mechanism analysis were defined based on the conclusions 
withdrawn on point 3 of this work and considering for the traction strength (σt) 1/10 of the compressive 
value (σc). 
Also in this case the vertical loads are related with the roof self-weight. Due to the pitched roof the 
load on the supports resulted equal to Wtotal roof = 23.6kN. Its horizontal thrust has been considered null 
because it absorbed by the tie actions. Also in this case the distribution of the vertical loads was 
performed taking into account the percentage composition of the two leave wall.  
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
The self-weight of the leaves was calculated automatically by the program based on its input 
geometrical and material properties. 
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• Mechanism 1.6, Analysis of the entire wall 
 
 
 
 
Geometrical properties 
h1 Height of the lower block 9.0m 
b1 Average thickness lower block 3.0m 
h2 Height of the upper block 6.5m 
b2 Average thickness upper block 0.80m 
Loads 
P1 Self weight of the lower block 521.8kN 
N1 Vertical load on the lower block 17.5kN+75.0kN
N1o Horizontal force due to the vaults 30.0kN 
d1 Arm load of N1 2.0m 
P2 Self weight of the upper block 103.5kN 
N2 Vertical load on the upper block 23.75kN 
d2 Arm load of N2 0.40m 
T1 Tension tie - 
P1 Self weight of the lower block 521.8kN 
N1 Vertical load on the lower block 17.5kN+75.0kN
Material properties 
 σc (Mpa) σt (Mpa) ρ ( Kg/m3) 
External Leav 6.0 0.6 2200.0 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900.0 
Average 
Lower Secton
10%σc ext+90%σc int
1.95 
10%σt ext+90%σt int 
0.195 
10%ρext+90%ρint
1970.0 
Average 
Upper Secton
30%σc ext+70%σc int
2.85 
30%σt ext+70%σt int 
0.285 
30%ρext+70%ρint 
2029.0 
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Non linear analysis 
By performing the non-linear analysis, the value obtained was d*u = 0.5142, while the value required by 
the Italian code was Δd = 0.4354. In this case the limit is respected. 
 
Figure 99: Non-linear analysis of the the right lateral façade 
Notes 
Using this mechanism is considered the entire lateral wall, studied in its worst conditions: section cut 
where the arches thrusts are pushing against the façade. 
The material properties used in this mechanism analysis were defined based on the conclusions 
withdrawn from Annex 1 and taking into account the different leaves dimensions. The upper block has 
been studied as made by 30.0% good material properties and 70.0% not so good material properties. 
For the lower section the percentages used are: 10.0% external leave properties and 90.0% internal 
material properties.  
On the upper part of the wall, the applied vertical load is related with the roof weight. In the lower block 
different contributions are presents: the roof weight and the arch action that has been divided in its 
horizontal and vertical components. To define these arches forces a limit analysis has been developed 
and reported in attach. As in all the other cases, the weight coming from the roof has been considered 
Wroof = 250.0Kg/m2. 
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. The self-weight of the blocks was calculated automatically by the program based on 
the input geometrical and material properties of each of them. 
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6.3.2.2  Left Lateral Façade 
LEFT LATERAL FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 1.5
        MECHANISM 1.6  
Figure 100: Left lateral façade. 
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• Mechanism 1.2, Analysis of the upper part of wall 
 
 
 
 
Geometrical properties 
h1 Height of the external leave 7.5m 
b1 Average thickness of the external leave 0.3m 
h2 Height of the internal leave 7.5m 
b2 Average thickness of the internal leave 0.5m 
Loads 
P1 Self weight of the external leave 44.1kN 
N1 Vertical load on the external leave 7.1kN 
N1o Horizontal force due to the vaults - 
d1 Arm load of N1 0.15m 
P2 Self weight of the internal leave 69.9kN 
N2 Vertical load on the internal leave 16.6kN 
d2 Arm load of N2 0.35m 
Material properties 
 σc ( Mpa) σt  (Mpa) ρ  ( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave 
3.0 0.30 2000.0 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900.0 
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Non linear analysis 
By performing the non-linear analysis, the value obtained was d*u = 0.0205, while the value required by 
the Italian code was Δd = 0.3275. The calculated value is very far the required one. 
 
Figure 101: Non-linear analysis of the the upper part of the left lateral façade 
Notes 
This mechanism has been studied considering the upper part of the lateral wall. Its collapse coefficient 
will be compared with the symmetrical section that collapsed during the earthquake. 
The material properties used in this mechanism analysis were defined based on the conclusions 
withdrawn on point 3 of this work and considering for the traction strength (σt) 1/10 of the compressive 
value (σc). 
Also in this case the vertical loads are related with the roof self-weight. Due to the pitched roof the 
load on the supports resulted equal to Wtotal roof = 23.6kN. Its horizontal thrust has been considered null 
because it absorbed by the tie actions. Also in this case the distribution of the vertical loads was 
performed taking into account the percentage composition of the two leave wall.  
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
The self-weight of the leaves was calculated automatically by the program based on its input 
geometrical and material properties. 
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• Mechanism 1.5, Analysis of the upper part of wall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Geometrical properties 
h1 Height 7.5m 
b1 Average thickness 0.80m 
Loads 
P1 Self-weight of the external leave 116.0kN 
N1 Vertical load 23.8kN 
N1o Horizontal force - 
d1 Arm load of N1 0.40m 
Material properties 
 
σc 
(Mpa) 
σt 
(Mpa) 
ρ 
( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave 
3.0 0.3 2000.0 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900.0 
Average 
Value 
Upper 
Section 
30%σc 
ext+70%σc int 
1.95 
30%σt 
ext+70%σt int 
0.195 
30%ρext+70%ρint 
1970.0 
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Non linear analysis 
By performing the non-linear analysis, the value obtained was d*u = 4.4516, while the value required by 
the Italian code was Δd = 0.286. This mechanism is verified. 
 
Figure 102: Non-linear analysis of the the upper part of the left lateral façade,one single leaf 
 
Notes 
This mechanism has been studied considering just the upper part of the lateral wall, in order to verity 
the presence of any eventual relation between it and the collapse occurred during the earthquake. 
The material properties used in this mechanism analysis were defined based on the conclusions 
withdrawn from Annex 1 and on the average of the individual properties of each of the wall leaves. 
The vertical loads considered in this analysis are related with the roof self-weight. The horizontal 
forces coming from the roof are balanced by the presence of steel ties. 
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
The self-weight of the wall was calculated automatically by the program based on its input geometrical 
and material properties. 
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• Mechanism 1.6, Analysis of the entire wall 
 
 
 
 
Geometrical properties 
h1 Height of the lower block 8.0m 
b1 Average thickness lower block 3.0m 
h2 Height of the upper block 7.5m 
b2 Average thickness upper block 0.80m 
Loads 
P1 Self weight of the lower block 463.8kN 
N1 Vertical load on the lower block 17.5kN+75.0kN
N1o Horizontal force due to the vaults 30.0KN 
d1 Arm load of N1 2.0m 
P2 Self weight of the upper block 116.0kN 
N2 Vertical load on the upper block 23.8kN 
d2 Arm load of N2 0.4m 
P1 Self weight of the lower block 463.8kN 
N1 Vertical load on the lower block 17.5kN+75.0kN
Material properties 
 σc (Mpa) σt (Mpa) ρ ( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave Lower 
Section 
3.0 0.3 2000.0 
External 
Leave Upper 
Section 
6.0 0.6 2200.0 
Internl Leave 1.5 0.15 1900.0 
Average 
LowerSection
10%σc ext+90%σc int 
1.65 
10%σt ext+90%σt int 
0.165 
10%ρext+90%ρint 
1950.0 
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Non linear analysis 
By performing the non-linear analysis, the value obtained was d*u = 0.5223, while the value required by 
the Italian code was Δd = 0.4268. This mechanism is verified. 
 
Figure 103: Non-linear analysis of the the left lateral façade 
 
Notes 
For this mechanism the considerations done for the symmetric case are valid. One of the few 
differences present between these two façades is related with the bigger height of this upper section. 
Another difference is related with the material properties use. The external layer has worst mechanical 
properties than the one present in the other façade. As explained in the interventions point (point 2), 
during the 2005 restoring works, this part of the façade was not treated. The loads applied have been 
calculated with the same methodology used before. For this section the arch thrust considered, is the 
same of the one used in the symmetrical case. 
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
The self-weight of the blocks was calculated automatically by the program based on its input 
geometrical and material properties. 
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6.3.3 Transept Extremity Façades 
EXTREMITY TRANSEPT FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 2.2  
Figure 104: Transept extremity façades. 
 
Analysing the cracks pattern that appeared in the transept walls it was possible to identify the C-Sisma 
mechanism 2.2. Assuming a good connection between the transept façade and the orthogonal walls, a 
flexion collapse involving a parabolic section of the wall could appear. During this mechanism a 
horizontal resistant arch will be activated in between the wall thickness pushing at the central part of 
the wall and at the extremities. Analogue effects have been found in the transept extremity walls: a 
significant external crack appeared in the middle section of the right transept façade and a corner 
partial collapse on the right extremity occurred. Both events could be related with this mechanism. 
The extremity walls, having the same dimensions and the same material properties, have been 
analysed carrying out just one analysis for both. 
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• Mechanism 2.2 
 
 
 
 
Geometrical properties 
h Height 17.0m 
s Average thickness 1.0m 
hhole Holes height  2.5m 
L Wall length  7.0m 
Loads 
P Self-weight of the external leave 338.4kN 
N Vertical load 17.5kN 
Material properties 
 
σc 
(Mpa) 
σt 
(Mpa) 
ρ 
( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave 
6.0 0.6 2200 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900 
Average 
Value 
30%σc ext+70%σc int 
2.85 
30%σt ext+70%σt int 
0.285 
30%ρext+70%ρint 
2029.0 
 
021,0==
g
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Notes 
The material properties used in this mechanism analysis were defined based on the conclusions 
withdrawn from Annex 1 and on the average of the individual properties of each of the wall leaves. 
The external vertical load (N) considered in this analysis was the roof weight that unloads in this 
element. Also in this case the weight of the roof was considered as equal to Wroof = 250.0Kg/m2, but 
being the joists oriented along the principal nave direction, the load applied over this section has an 
influence area of 1.0m depth. That’s related with the R.C. “box” constructed over the transept during 
the 1970 intervention. 
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
The self-weight of the external leave was calculated automatically by the program based on its input 
geometrical and material properties. 
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6.3.4 Posterior Apses Façade 
POSTERIOR APSES FAÇADE
        MECHANISM 1.1
 
Figure 105: Posterior apses façade. 
 
Due to its form, its geometry and the distribution of loads in this structural element, the apse is hardly 
reducible to a simple schematic mechanism. However, using some approximations, it was possible to 
identify in its upper part the 1.1 C-Sisma mechanism. This simplification refers to the upper section 
that emerges over the surrounding buildings. This part has not the constraining support coming from 
the surrounding structures. 
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• Mechanism 1.1 
 
 
 
 
Geometrical properties 
h1 Height 5.0m 
b1  Average thickness 0.8m 
Loads 
P Self weight of the external leave 79.6kN 
N1 Vertical load 7.0KN 
d1 Arm load of N1 0.40m 
N1 o Horizontal force - 
Material properties 
 
σc 
(Mpa) 
σt 
(Mpa) 
ρ 
( Kg/m3) 
External 
Leave 
6.0 0.6 2200.0 
Internal 
Leave 
1.5 0.15 1900.0 
Average 
Value 
30%σc ext+70%σc int 
2.85 
30%σt ext+70%σt int 
0.285 
30%ρext+70%ρint 
2029.0 
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Non linear analysis 
By performing the non-linear analysis, the value obtained was d*u = 0.158, while the value required by the 
Italian code was Δd = 0.2309. The calculated value is very far the required one. 
 
Figure 106: Non-linear analysis of the the upper part of the left lateral façade 
 
Notes 
The material properties used in this mechanism analysis were defined based on the conclusions 
withdrawn from Annex 1 and on the average of the individual properties of each of the wall leaves. 
In this simplification the vault thrust has not being considered because its application point, in the 
external part is counterbalanced by the others buildings. For this reason the unique external load 
applied to this structural element the roof weight. 
The geometrical values of this structural element presented on the previous table were attained by 
measuring directly on the available plants and validating them through in-situ measurement during the 
technical surveys. 
The self-weight of the wall was calculated automatically by the program based on its input geometrical 
and material properties. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
From the developed analysis one can easily conclude that the San Marco church is severely 
damaged. From the possibly activated mechanisms on this church almost all of them are in fact 
activated (21out of 22) with an average level of damage activation of 3.5 that corresponds to a serious 
to very serious overall state of damage. The highest level of damage activation (collapse level) 
appeared on the mechanisms 5, 8, 13, 18 and 21. The damage index attained for this particular 
monument was 0.66 which is a relatively high value when compared to the average attained values for 
the others churches in L’Aquila. 
As a result of the kinematic analysis of the considered mechanisms, it was attained that the first 
mechanism that can be activated on the church, i.e., the one that corresponds to the lowest value of 
the collapse coefficient (c), is the out-of-plane movement of the frontal façade. However, as explained 
in point 6, the seismic action acted mainly on the transversal direction of the church. This fact can 
explain why in reality this mechanism didn’t present a high level of activation when compared with the 
others. 
As so if we neglect the collapse coefficient value attained for the frontal façade it is possible to 
conclude that the out-of-plane movement of the lower part of the right façade (c=0.0105) and the out-
of-plane movement of the higher part of the left façade (c=0.0127) are the ones that present the lowest 
value for the collapse coefficient and as so are the weakest and most conditioning mechanism. In 
reality if we observe the present state of the church both in situ or from the results attained in point 4 
(synthesis of the present state) and 5 (activated damage mechanism analysis) one can easily 
recognize that in fact this two mechanism are the ones that present the highest level of activation. 
The non linear analysis confirmed the considerations presented above. The only three mechanisms 
that are verified correspond to the ones that were already considered more difficult to be activated. 
The new roof and its extra load are not countable in between the causes that mainly influenced the 
San Marco seismic response. That’s because the iron ties presence surely contained the horizontal 
thrusts coming from the roof. That fact avoids the activation of worse out-of-plain mechanisms than the 
ones recorded. 
The arch’s collapse along the main nave, have to be related mainly to the exceptional seismic action 
that invested the churches, and not with the altimetry irregularities of their buttresses (noticed in 
chapter 6). 
From the static point of view it is possible that the R.C. tympanum, acting over the arches, had a 
stabilizing effect. Once this element is analyzed from the dynamic point of view its extra stresses 
become evident. Combining these effects with the big entity of the seismic action, is possible to see 
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how that kind of structural composition damaged the below elements, causing their unsafe 
configuration or even their collapse. 
The middle span of the arch that separates the aula from the transept has been injected. This 
intervention, added to the F.R.P. applied at the arch’s intrados, increased surely the resistance of that 
specific area. Moreover this injection caused and extra load in the middle arch span and a stiffness 
discontinuity. In these situations, once the cracks pattern “isolate” the central part of the arch (as 
shown in chapter 4.2 at M5), the collapse event becomes physiological.  
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9. ANNEX 1 
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9. ANNEX 1 
 
 
 
PROGETTO 
 
Rete dei Laboratori di Ingegneria 
Sismica 
LINEA 10 
 
PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEI MINISTRI - DIPARTIMENTO DELLA PROTEZIONE CIVILE 
Ufficio III - Valutazione, Prevenzione e Mitigazione del Rischio Sismico e Attività ed Opere Post-emergenza 
 
POLIMI - DIS 
 
CNR - ITC 
SCHEDA DI 1° LIVELLO PER IL RILIEVO 
DELLA TIPOLOGIA E DELLA QUALITÀ DELLA MURATURA 
1.  UBICAZIONE / IDENTIFICAZIONE Spazio riservato |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
Aggregato n° |__|__|__|__| 
Edificio n° |__|__| 
Data |__|__|/|__|__|/|__|__| 
N° Paramenti |__|__| 
N° Sezioni |__|__| 
  Codici  ISTAT 
Regione ABRUZZO |__|__| 
Provincia L’AQUILA |__|__|__| 
Comune L’AQUILA                                                |__|__|__| 
Fraz./Loc.  
DATI CATASTALI Foglio |__|__|__| Allegato |__|__| 
Particelle |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| 
Coordinate geografiche (ED50 – UTM 32-33) 
E |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| Fuso 
Indirizzo  
                                                          N° Civico |__|__|__|__|__| 
Sezione Censuaria |__|__|__|__| N |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| |__|__| 
Denominazione ____Chiesa di San Marco_______________________ 
 __________________________________________________________ 
Epoca di 
costruzione 
?<1919
?  ‘72÷’81 
?  ‘19÷’45 
?  ‘82÷’91 
?  ‘46÷’61 
?  ‘92÷’01 
?  ‘61÷’71 
?______  
 
POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA GENERALE   POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA PARTICOLARE   
Scala : 1: Scala : 1:
 
FOTO EDIFICIO FOTO EDIFICIO 
 
Parte prima 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MUARTURA NELLA PIANTA DELL’EDIFICIO 
0 2 5 10
CD1 CD3CD4CD2
CD5
CD6
 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MURATURA SUL PROSPETTO DELLA PARETE 
Prospetto P.zza della Repubblica
CD1 CD3CD4CD2
0 2 5 10  
 
FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD2 FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD2 
 
[inserire un’immagine del particolare della sezione muraria, possibilmente 
della stessa parete] 
 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
2.  TESSITURA DEL PARAMENTO                                                                                                               Parte seconda
  
  
Foto e disegni    scala 1:20 
Legenda: 
 
 
2.1  RUOLO STRUTTURALE 2.2  TIPOLOGIA 2.6  APPARECCHIATURA / ORIZZONTALITÀ DEI FILARI 
? Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 ? Pietra F Altro 
 F Mattoni F Altro 
 F Blocchi di tufo  
 F Blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
2.3  RICORSI 2.4  ORIZZONT./ LISTATATURE 
 Assenti F   
 Presenti   ? ogni m. |0|.|80| 
2.5  ZEPPE 
 Assenti ? 
 Presenti F  ogni m. |__|.|__| 
 F In elementi più grandi 
 F In mattoni 
 F In cls 
 Assenti ? F In pietra F In cotto 
 F Irregolare  
 (Orizzontamenti NR)  
 F A corsi sub-orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti PR) 
 ? A corsi orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti R)  
 
 
 
 
2.7  SFALSAMENTO DEI GIUNTI VERTICALI OSSERVAZIONI 
 ? Non rispettato 
  (S.G. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato 
  S.G. PR) 
 F Rispettato 
  (S.G. R)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DEL PARAMENTO 
3.1  ELEMENTI  LAPIDEI 
3.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  3.1.2  Provenienza  3.1.3  Lavorazione 3.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 ? Arenaria F  Calcare 
 F Travertino F  Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F  Mattoni crudi 
 F Altro _____________________ 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 ? Cava 
 F Assente 
 ? Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti e faccia vista non 
  lavorata 
 ? Buono  
F Mediocre  
F Cattivo 
F Pessimo 
3.1.5 Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 3.1.6 Dimensioni degli elementi 
 ? Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 F Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
F Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
? Parzialmente rispettato  (D.EL) 
  15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
F Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
3.2  MALTA  3.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
3.2.1 Funzione  
 F Allettamento ? Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
3.2.2 Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F Friabile 
 ? Compatta F Tenace 
3.2.3 Colore malta grigio chiaro 
3.2.5 Tipo di aggregato 
 F Sabbia ? Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
3.2.6  Forma dell’aggregato 
 F Arrotondata 
 ? Spigolosa 
3.2.4 Colore aggr.  __ grigio chiaro_
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 ? Rispettato (MA. R)   
   
 
  
Pietre 
Vuoti 
Malta 
Vegetazione
Mattoni 
Intonaco
 
SCHEDA SEZIONE   N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
4. SEZIONE MURARIA 
4.1 FOTO DELLA SEZIONE MURARIA SEZIONE A-A – Restituzione grafica SEZIONE B-B - Restituzione grafica 
   
Osservazioni Valori in percentuale: pietre, malta, vuoti Istogramma con i valori di pietre, malta, vuoti 
   
 
4.1 RUOLO STRUTTUR. 4.2 TIPOLOGIA 4.3 TIPO DI SEZIONE 4.4 SPESSORE SEZIONE 
 F Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 F In pietra 
 F In mattoni 
 F In blocchi di tufo 
 F In blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
 F Paramento unico               F 3 paramenti 
 F 2 paramenti accostati 
 F 2 paramenti parzialmente  
  ammorsati 
 F 2 paramenti ammorsati 
 F Sp. Sezione cm |__|__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento DX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento SX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Interno cm |__|__| 
4.5 PRESENZA DI ZEPPE 4.6 PRESENZA DI DIATONI O LEGAMENTI 
 F Non rispettato (PZ. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (PZ. PR) 
 F Rispettato (PZ .R) 
 F Non rispettato (P.D. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (P.D. PR) 
 F Rispettato (P.D .R) 
4.7  VUOTI / ORIZONTAMENTI OSSERVAZIONI 
4.7.1  DISTRIBUZIONE VUOTI 
 F Assenti F  Localizzati  
 F  Distribuiti 
 
4.7.2  DIMENSIONE VUOTI 
 F Piccole (<1 cm) 
 F  Medie  (1÷5 cm)  
 F  Grandi (<5 cm 
 
4.7.3  ORIZZONTAMENTI 
 F Assenti 
F Presenti ogni  cm  |__|__| 
 
  
 
5. CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DELLA SEZIONE 
3.1  ELEMENTI LAPIDEI 
5.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  5.1.2  Provenienza  5.1.3  Lavorazione 5.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 F Arenaria F Calcare 
 F Travertino F Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F Mattoni crudi F Altro 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 F Cava 
 F Assente 
 F Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti faccia vista non lavor. 
 F Buono F  Mediocre 
 F Cattivo F  Pessimo 
5.1.5  Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 5.1.6  Dimensioni degli elementi 
 F Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 F Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
 F Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialm. rispettato (D.EL) 15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
F Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
5.2  MALTA   
5.2.1  Funzione  
 F Allettamento F  Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
5.2.2  Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F  Friabile 
 F Compatta F  Tenace 
5.2.3  Colore malta ____________ 
5.2.4 Tipo di aggregato 
 F Sabbia F  Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
5.2.5  Forma dell’aggregato 
 F Arrotondata 
 F Spigolosa 
5.2.6  Colore aggr.  ____________ 
5.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 F Rispettato (MA. R) 
  
  
[inserire un’immagine della 
sezione muraria] [restituzione grafica della sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del lato visibile] 
[restituzione grafica della 
sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del secondo lato visibile, 
se eseguito smontaggio] 
[inserire lo schema grafico 
della sezione con indicazione 
degli orizzontamenti] 
TIPOLOGIA MURARIA  N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 DESCRIZIONE DETTAGLIA E COMPLESSIVA DELLA TIPOLOGIA MURARIA CON OSSERVAZIONI QUALITATIVE                          Parte Terza 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ATTRIBUZIONE DI UNA DELLE TIPOLOGIE MURARIE  
Muratura a conci sbozzati con paramento di limitato spessore a nucleo interno (Ord. 3274/2005) 
Muratura a conci sbozzati, di dimensioni variabili con prevalenza di filari orizzontali (RELUIS) 
 
 
 
 
Definizione contenuta 
nell'ordinanza 3274/2005, 
nella tabella 11.D.1 e in 
tabella C8B.1 della NTC 
14.01.08).
Proposta di modifica della 
definizione di tipologia 
(RELUIS)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra non 
tenera
Muratura in mattoni pieni e 
malta di calce Nessuna modifica
Muratura in pietre a spacco 
con buona tessitura
Muratura in pietre a 
spacco (anche di forma 
irregolare) con buona 
tessitura (pietre ben 
ammorsate)  
Muratura a conci di pietra 
tenera (tufo, calcarenite, 
ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra tenera 
(tufo, calcarenite, ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi lapidei 
squadrati
Esempi di tessiture murarie
Muratura in pietrame 
disordinata (ciottoli, pietre 
erratiche e irregolari)
Muratura in pietrame 
(ciottoli, pietre erratiche, 
ecc.), disordinata per 
forma, dimensione e tipo 
di materiale degli 
elementi. Muratura a lisca 
pesce
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
con paramento di limitato 
spessore e nucleo interno
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
di dimensioni variabili e 
con prevalenza di filari  
orizzontali
100 cm0cm
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0
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100 cm0cm
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0
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100 cm0cm
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100 cm0cm
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0
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0
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Tabella C8B.1 (bozza di istruzioni per la compilazione 
delle Norme Tecniche per le Costruzioni NTC del 
14.01.08). 
Proposta di modifica di alcune definizioni di tipologia muraria, relative 
solo agli edifici storici, con schema grafico identificativo. 
 
PROGETTO 
 
Rete dei Laboratori di Ingegneria 
Sismica 
LINEA 10 
 
PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEI MINISTRI - DIPARTIMENTO DELLA PROTEZIONE CIVILE 
Ufficio III - Valutazione, Prevenzione e Mitigazione del Rischio Sismico e Attività ed Opere Post-emergenza 
 
POLIMI - DIS 
 
CNR - ITC 
SCHEDA DI 1° LIVELLO PER IL RILIEVO 
DELLA TIPOLOGIA E DELLA QUALITÀ DELLA MURATURA 
1.  UBICAZIONE / IDENTIFICAZIONE Spazio riservato |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
Aggregato n° |__|__|__|__| 
Edificio n° |__|__| 
Data |__|__|/|__|__|/|__|__| 
N° Paramenti |__|__| 
N° Sezioni |__|__| 
  Codici  ISTAT 
Regione ABRUZZO |__|__| 
Provincia L’AQUILA |__|__|__| 
Comune L’AQUILA                                                |__|__|__| 
Fraz./Loc.  
DATI CATASTALI Foglio |__|__|__| Allegato |__|__| 
Particelle |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| 
Coordinate geografiche (ED50 – UTM 32-33) 
E |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| Fuso 
Indirizzo  
                                                          N° Civico |__|__|__|__|__| 
Sezione Censuaria |__|__|__|__| N |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| |__|__| 
Denominazione ____Chiesa di San Marco_______________________ 
 __________________________________________________________ 
Epoca di 
costruzione 
?<1919
?  ‘72÷’81 
?  ‘19÷’45 
?  ‘82÷’91 
?  ‘46÷’61 
?  ‘92÷’01 
?  ‘61÷’71 
?______  
 
POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA GENERALE   POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA PARTICOLARE   
Scala : 1: Scala : 1:
 
FOTO EDIFICIO FOTO EDIFICIO 
 
Parte prima 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MUARTURA NELLA PIANTA DELL’EDIFICIO 
0 2 5 10
CD1 CD3CD4CD2
CD5
CD6
 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MURATURA SUL PROSPETTO DELLA PARETE 
Prospetto P.zza della Repubblica
CD1 CD3CD4CD2
0 2 5 10
 
FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD3 FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD3 
 
[inserire un’immagine del particolare della sezione muraria, possibilmente 
della stessa parete] 
 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
2.  TESSITURA DEL PARAMENTO                                                                                                               Parte seconda
  
  
Foto e disegni    scala 1:20 
Legenda: 
 
 
2.1  RUOLO STRUTTURALE 2.2  TIPOLOGIA 2.6  APPARECCHIATURA / ORIZZONTALITÀ DEI FILARI 
? Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 ? Pietra F Altro 
 F Mattoni F Altro 
 F Blocchi di tufo  
 F Blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
2.3  RICORSI 2.4  ORIZZONT./ LISTATATURE 
 Assenti ?   
 Presenti  F ogni m. |  |.|  | 
2.5  ZEPPE 
 Assenti ? 
 Presenti F  ogni m. |__|.|__| 
 F In elementi più grandi 
 F In mattoni 
 F In cls 
 Assenti ? F In pietra F In cotto 
 F Irregolare  
 (Orizzontamenti NR)  
 F A corsi sub-orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti PR) 
 ? A corsi orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti R)  
 
 
 
 
2.7  SFALSAMENTO DEI GIUNTI VERTICALI OSSERVAZIONI 
 ? Non rispettato 
  (S.G. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato 
  S.G. PR) 
 F Rispettato 
  (S.G. R)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DEL PARAMENTO 
3.1  ELEMENTI  LAPIDEI 
3.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  3.1.2  Provenienza  3.1.3  Lavorazione 3.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 ? Arenaria F  Calcare 
 F Travertino F  Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F  Mattoni crudi 
 F Altro _____________________ 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 ? Cava 
 F Assente 
 ? Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti e faccia vista non 
  lavorata 
 ? Buono  
F Mediocre  
F Cattivo 
F Pessimo 
3.1.5 Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 3.1.6 Dimensioni degli elementi 
 ? Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 F Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
? Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialmente rispettato  (D.EL) 
  15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
F Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
3.2  MALTA  3.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
3.2.1 Funzione  
 F Allettamento ? Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
3.2.2 Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F Friabile 
 ? Compatta F Tenace 
3.2.3 Colore malta grigio chiaro 
3.2.5 Tipo di aggregato 
 F Sabbia ? Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
3.2.6  Forma dell’aggregato 
 F Arrotondata 
 ? Spigolosa 
3.2.4 Colore aggr.  __ grigio chiaro_
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 ? Rispettato (MA. R)   
   
 
 
  
Pietre 
Vuoti 
Malta 
Vegetazione
Mattoni 
Intonaco
a 
SCHEDA SEZIONE   N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
4. SEZIONE MURARIA 
4.1 FOTO DELLA SEZIONE MURARIA SEZIONE A-A – Restituzione grafica SEZIONE B-B - Restituzione grafica 
   
Osservazioni Valori in percentuale: pietre, malta, vuoti Istogramma con i valori di pietre, malta, vuoti 
   
 
4.1 RUOLO STRUTTUR. 4.2 TIPOLOGIA 4.3 TIPO DI SEZIONE 4.4 SPESSORE SEZIONE 
 F Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 F In pietra 
 F In mattoni 
 F In blocchi di tufo 
 F In blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
 F Paramento unico               F 3 paramenti 
 F 2 paramenti accostati 
 F 2 paramenti parzialmente  
  ammorsati 
 F 2 paramenti ammorsati 
 F Sp. Sezione cm |__|__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento DX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento SX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Interno cm |__|__| 
4.5 PRESENZA DI ZEPPE 4.6 PRESENZA DI DIATONI O LEGAMENTI 
 F Non rispettato (PZ. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (PZ. PR) 
 F Rispettato (PZ .R) 
 F Non rispettato (P.D. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (P.D. PR) 
 F Rispettato (P.D .R) 
4.7  VUOTI / ORIZONTAMENTI OSSERVAZIONI 
4.7.1  DISTRIBUZIONE VUOTI 
 F Assenti F  Localizzati  
 F  Distribuiti 
 
4.7.2  DIMENSIONE VUOTI 
 F Piccole (<1 cm) 
 F  Medie  (1÷5 cm)  
 F  Grandi (<5 cm 
 
4.7.3  ORIZZONTAMENTI 
 F Assenti 
F Presenti ogni  cm  |__|__| 
 
  
 
5. CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DELLA SEZIONE 
3.1  ELEMENTI LAPIDEI 
5.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  5.1.2  Provenienza  5.1.3  Lavorazione 5.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 F Arenaria F Calcare 
 F Travertino F Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F Mattoni crudi F Altro 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 F Cava 
 F Assente 
 F Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti faccia vista non lavor. 
 F Buono F  Mediocre 
 F Cattivo F  Pessimo 
5.1.5  Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 5.1.6  Dimensioni degli elementi 
 F Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 F Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
 F Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialm. rispettato (D.EL) 15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
F Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
5.2  MALTA   
5.2.1  Funzione  
 F Allettamento F  Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
5.2.2  Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F  Friabile 
 F Compatta F  Tenace 
5.2.3  Colore malta ____________ 
5.2.4 Tipo di aggregato 
 F Sabbia F  Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
5.2.5  Forma dell’aggregato 
 F Arrotondata 
 F Spigolosa 
5.2.6  Colore aggr.  ____________ 
5.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 F Rispettato (MA. R) 
  
  
[inserire un’immagine della 
sezione muraria] [restituzione grafica della sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del lato visibile] 
[restituzione grafica della 
sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del secondo lato visibile, 
se eseguito smontaggio] 
[inserire lo schema grafico 
della sezione con indicazione 
degli orizzontamenti] 
TIPOLOGIA MURARIA  N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 DESCRIZIONE DETTAGLIA E COMPLESSIVA DELLA TIPOLOGIA MURARIA CON OSSERVAZIONI QUALITATIVE                          Parte Terza 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ATTRIBUZIONE DI UNA DELLE TIPOLOGIE MURARIE  
Muratura a conci sbozzati con paramento di limitato spessore a nucleo interno (Ord. 3274/2005) 
Muratura a conci sbozzati, di dimensioni variabili con prevalenza di filari orizzontali (RELUIS) 
 
 
  
 
Definizione contenuta 
nell'ordinanza 3274/2005, 
nella tabella 11.D.1 e in 
tabella C8B.1 della NTC 
14.01.08).
Proposta di modifica della 
definizione di tipologia 
(RELUIS)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra non 
tenera
Muratura in mattoni pieni e 
malta di calce Nessuna modifica
Muratura in pietre a spacco 
con buona tessitura
Muratura in pietre a 
spacco (anche di forma 
irregolare) con buona 
tessitura (pietre ben 
ammorsate)  
Muratura a conci di pietra 
tenera (tufo, calcarenite, 
ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra tenera 
(tufo, calcarenite, ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi lapidei 
squadrati
Esempi di tessiture murarie
Muratura in pietrame 
disordinata (ciottoli, pietre 
erratiche e irregolari)
Muratura in pietrame 
(ciottoli, pietre erratiche, 
ecc.), disordinata per 
forma, dimensione e tipo 
di materiale degli 
elementi. Muratura a lisca 
pesce
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
con paramento di limitato 
spessore e nucleo interno
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
di dimensioni variabili e 
con prevalenza di filari  
orizzontali
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0
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0
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Tabella C8B.1 (bozza di istruzioni per la compilazione 
delle Norme Tecniche per le Costruzioni NTC del 
14.01.08). 
Proposta di modifica di alcune definizioni di tipologia muraria, relative 
solo agli edifici storici, con schema grafico identificativo. 
 i i i  i l  i i i i i i l i  i , l i  
l  li i i i i i,   i  i i i i . 
 
PROGETTO 
 
Rete dei Laboratori di Ingegneria 
Sismica 
LINEA 10 
 
PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEI MINISTRI - DIPARTIMENTO DELLA PROTEZIONE CIVILE 
Ufficio III - Valutazione, Prevenzione e Mitigazione del Rischio Sismico e Attività ed Opere Post-emergenza 
 
POLIMI - DIS 
 
CNR - ITC 
SCHEDA DI 1° LIVELLO PER IL RILIEVO 
DELLA TIPOLOGIA E DELLA QUALITÀ DELLA MURATURA 
1.  UBICAZIONE / IDENTIFICAZIONE Spazio riservato |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
Aggregato n° |__|__|__|__| 
Edificio n° |__|__| 
Data |__|__|/|__|__|/|__|__| 
N° Paramenti |__|__| 
N° Sezioni |__|__| 
  Codici  ISTAT 
Regione ABRUZZO |__|__| 
Provincia L’AQUILA |__|__|__| 
Comune L’AQUILA                                                |__|__|__| 
Fraz./Loc.  
DATI CATASTALI Foglio |__|__|__| Allegato |__|__| 
Particelle |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| 
Coordinate geografiche (ED50 – UTM 32-33) 
E |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| Fuso 
Indirizzo  
                                                          N° Civico |__|__|__|__|__| 
Sezione Censuaria |__|__|__|__| N |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| |__|__| 
Denominazione ____Chiesa di San Marco_______________________ 
 __________________________________________________________ 
Epoca di 
costruzione 
?<1919
?  ‘72÷’81 
?  ‘19÷’45 
?  ‘82÷’91 
?  ‘46÷’61 
?  ‘92÷’01 
?  ‘61÷’71 
?______  
 
POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA GENERALE   POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA PARTICOLARE   
Scala : 1: Scala : 1:
 
FOTO EDIFICIO FOTO EDIFICIO 
 
Parte prima 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MUARTURA NELLA PIANTA DELL’EDIFICIO 
0 2 5 10
CD1 CD3CD4CD2
CD5
CD6
 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MURATURA SUL PROSPETTO DELLA PARETE 
Prospetto P.zza della Repubblica
CD1 CD3CD4CD2
0 2 5 10
 
FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD4 FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD4 
 
[inserire un’immagine del particolare della sezione muraria, possibilmente 
della stessa parete] 
 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
2.  TESSITURA DEL PARAMENTO                                                                                                               Parte seconda
  
  
Foto e disegni    scala 1:20 
Legenda: 
 
 
2.1  RUOLO STRUTTURALE 2.2  TIPOLOGIA 2.6  APPARECCHIATURA / ORIZZONTALITÀ DEI FILARI 
? Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 ? Pietra F Altro 
 F Mattoni F Altro 
 F Blocchi di tufo  
 F Blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
2.3  RICORSI 2.4  ORIZZONT./ LISTATATURE 
 Assenti ?   
 Presenti  F ogni m. |  |.|  | 
2.5  ZEPPE 
 Assenti ? 
 Presenti F  ogni m. |__|.|__| 
 F In elementi più grandi 
 F In mattoni 
 F In cls 
 Assenti F ? In pietra ? In cotto 
 F Irregolare  
 (Orizzontamenti NR)  
 F A corsi sub-orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti PR) 
 ? A corsi orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti R)  
 
 
 
 
2.7  SFALSAMENTO DEI GIUNTI VERTICALI OSSERVAZIONI 
 F Non rispettato 
  (S.G. NR) 
 ? Parzialmente rispettato 
  S.G. PR) 
 F Rispettato 
  (S.G. R)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DEL PARAMENTO 
3.1  ELEMENTI  LAPIDEI 
3.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  3.1.2  Provenienza  3.1.3  Lavorazione 3.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 F Arenaria ?  Calcare 
 F Travertino F  Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F  Mattoni crudi 
 F Altro _____________________ 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 ? Cava 
 F Assente 
 ? Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti e faccia vista non 
  lavorata 
 ? Buono  
F Mediocre  
F Cattivo 
F Pessimo 
3.1.5 Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 3.1.6 Dimensioni degli elementi 
 ? Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 F Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
F Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialmente rispettato  (D.EL) 
  15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
? Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
3.2  MALTA  3.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
3.2.1 Funzione  
 F Allettamento ? Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
3.2.2 Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F Friabile 
 ? Compatta F Tenace 
3.2.3 Colore malta grigio chiaro 
3.2.5 Tipo di aggregato 
 F Sabbia ? Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
3.2.6  Forma dell’aggregato 
 F Arrotondata 
 ? Spigolosa 
3.2.4 Colore aggr.  __ grigio chiaro_
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 ? Rispettato (MA. R)   
   
 
  
a 
Pietre 
Vuoti 
Malta 
Vegetazione
Mattoni 
Intonaco
a 
 
SCHEDA SEZIONE   N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
4. SEZIONE MURARIA 
4.1 FOTO DELLA SEZIONE MURARIA SEZIONE A-A – Restituzione grafica SEZIONE B-B - Restituzione grafica 
   
Osservazioni Valori in percentuale: pietre, malta, vuoti Istogramma con i valori di pietre, malta, vuoti 
   
 
4.1 RUOLO STRUTTUR. 4.2 TIPOLOGIA 4.3 TIPO DI SEZIONE 4.4 SPESSORE SEZIONE 
 F Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 F In pietra 
 F In mattoni 
 F In blocchi di tufo 
 F In blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
 F Paramento unico               F 3 paramenti 
 F 2 paramenti accostati 
 F 2 paramenti parzialmente  
  ammorsati 
 F 2 paramenti ammorsati 
 F Sp. Sezione cm |__|__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento DX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento SX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Interno cm |__|__| 
4.5 PRESENZA DI ZEPPE 4.6 PRESENZA DI DIATONI O LEGAMENTI 
 F Non rispettato (PZ. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (PZ. PR) 
 F Rispettato (PZ .R) 
 F Non rispettato (P.D. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (P.D. PR) 
 F Rispettato (P.D .R) 
4.7  VUOTI / ORIZONTAMENTI OSSERVAZIONI 
4.7.1  DISTRIBUZIONE VUOTI 
 F Assenti F  Localizzati  
 F  Distribuiti 
 
4.7.2  DIMENSIONE VUOTI 
 F Piccole (<1 cm) 
 F  Medie  (1÷5 cm)  
 F  Grandi (<5 cm 
 
4.7.3  ORIZZONTAMENTI 
 F Assenti 
F Presenti ogni  cm  |__|__| 
 
  
 
5. CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DELLA SEZIONE 
3.1  ELEMENTI LAPIDEI 
5.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  5.1.2  Provenienza  5.1.3  Lavorazione 5.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 F Arenaria F Calcare 
 F Travertino F Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F Mattoni crudi F Altro 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 F Cava 
 F Assente 
 F Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti faccia vista non lavor. 
 F Buono F  Mediocre 
 F Cattivo F  Pessimo 
5.1.5  Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 5.1.6  Dimensioni degli elementi 
 F Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 F Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
 F Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialm. rispettato (D.EL) 15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
F Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
5.2  MALTA   
5.2.1  Funzione  
 F Allettamento F  Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
5.2.2  Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F  Friabile 
 F Compatta F  Tenace 
5.2.3  Colore malta ____________ 
5.2.4 Tipo di aggregato 
 F Sabbia F  Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
5.2.5  Forma dell’aggregato 
 F Arrotondata 
 F Spigolosa 
5.2.6  Colore aggr.  ____________ 
5.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 F Rispettato (MA. R) 
  
  
[inserire un’immagine della 
sezione muraria] [restituzione grafica della sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del lato visibile] 
[restituzione grafica della 
sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del secondo lato visibile, 
se eseguito smontaggio] 
[inserire lo schema grafico 
della sezione con indicazione 
degli orizzontamenti] 
TIPOLOGIA MURARIA  N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 DESCRIZIONE DETTAGLIA E COMPLESSIVA DELLA TIPOLOGIA MURARIA CON OSSERVAZIONI QUALITATIVE                          Parte Terza 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ATTRIBUZIONE DI UNA DELLE TIPOLOGIE MURARIE  
Muratura a conci sbozzati con paramento di limitato spessore a nucleo interno (Ord. 3274/2005) 
Muratura a conci sbozzati, di dimensioni variabili con prevalenza di filari orizzontali (RELUIS) 
 
 
  
 
Definizione contenuta 
nell'ordinanza 3274/2005, 
nella tabella 11.D.1 e in 
tabella C8B.1 della NTC 
14.01.08).
Proposta di modifica della 
definizione di tipologia 
(RELUIS)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra non 
tenera
Muratura in mattoni pieni e 
malta di calce Nessuna modifica
Muratura in pietre a spacco 
con buona tessitura
Muratura in pietre a 
spacco (anche di forma 
irregolare) con buona 
tessitura (pietre ben 
ammorsate)  
Muratura a conci di pietra 
tenera (tufo, calcarenite, 
ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra tenera 
(tufo, calcarenite, ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi lapidei 
squadrati
Esempi di tessiture murarie
Muratura in pietrame 
disordinata (ciottoli, pietre 
erratiche e irregolari)
Muratura in pietrame 
(ciottoli, pietre erratiche, 
ecc.), disordinata per 
forma, dimensione e tipo 
di materiale degli 
elementi. Muratura a lisca 
pesce
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
con paramento di limitato 
spessore e nucleo interno
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
di dimensioni variabili e 
con prevalenza di filari  
orizzontali
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0
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0
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Tabella C8B.1 (bozza di istruzioni per la compilazione 
delle Norme Tecniche per le Costruzioni NTC del 
14.01.08). 
Proposta di modifica di alcune definizioni di tipologia muraria, relative 
solo agli edifici storici, con schema grafico identificativo. 
 
PROGETTO 
 
Rete dei Laboratori di Ingegneria 
Sismica 
LINEA 10 
 
PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEI MINISTRI - DIPARTIMENTO DELLA PROTEZIONE CIVILE 
Ufficio III - Valutazione, Prevenzione e Mitigazione del Rischio Sismico e Attività ed Opere Post-emergenza 
 
POLIMI - DIS 
 
CNR - ITC 
SCHEDA DI 1° LIVELLO PER IL RILIEVO 
DELLA TIPOLOGIA E DELLA QUALITÀ DELLA MURATURA 
1.  UBICAZIONE / IDENTIFICAZIONE Spazio riservato |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
Aggregato n° |__|__|__|__| 
Edificio n° |__|__| 
Data |__|__|/|__|__|/|__|__| 
N° Paramenti |__|__| 
N° Sezioni |__|__| 
  Codici  ISTAT 
Regione ABRUZZO |__|__| 
Provincia L’AQUILA |__|__|__| 
Comune L’AQUILA                                                |__|__|__| 
Fraz./Loc.  
DATI CATASTALI Foglio |__|__|__| Allegato |__|__| 
Particelle |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| 
Coordinate geografiche (ED50 – UTM 32-33) 
E |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| Fuso 
Indirizzo  
                                                          N° Civico |__|__|__|__|__| 
Sezione Censuaria |__|__|__|__| N |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| |__|__| 
Denominazione ____Chiesa di San Marco_______________________ 
 __________________________________________________________ 
Epoca di 
costruzione 
?<1919
?  ‘72÷’81 
?  ‘19÷’45 
?  ‘82÷’91 
?  ‘46÷’61 
?  ‘92÷’01 
?  ‘61÷’71 
?______  
 
POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA GENERALE   POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA PARTICOLARE   
Scala : 1: Scala : 1:
 
FOTO EDIFICIO FOTO EDIFICIO 
 
Parte prima 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MUARTURA NELLA PIANTA DELL’EDIFICIO 
0 2 5 10
CD1 CD3CD4CD2
CD5
CD6
 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MURATURA SUL PROSPETTO DELLA PARETE 
Prospetto P.zza San Marco
0 2 5 10
CD5
 
 
FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD5 FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD5 
 
[inserire un’immagine del particolare della sezione muraria, possibilmente 
della stessa parete] 
 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
2.  TESSITURA DEL PARAMENTO                                                                                                               Parte seconda
  
  
Foto e disegni    scala 1:20 
Legenda: 
 
 
2.1  RUOLO STRUTTURALE 2.2  TIPOLOGIA 2.6  APPARECCHIATURA / ORIZZONTALITÀ DEI FILARI 
? Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 ? Pietra F Altro 
 F Mattoni F Altro 
 F Blocchi di tufo  
 F Blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
2.3  RICORSI 2.4  ORIZZONT./ LISTATATURE 
 Assenti ?   
 Presenti  F ogni m. |  |.|  | 
2.5  ZEPPE 
 Assenti ? 
 Presenti F  ogni m. |__|.|__| 
 F In elementi più grandi 
 F In mattoni 
 F In cls 
 Assenti ? F In pietra F In cotto 
 F Irregolare  
 (Orizzontamenti NR)  
 F A corsi sub-orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti PR) 
 ? A corsi orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti R)  
 
 
 
 
2.7  SFALSAMENTO DEI GIUNTI VERTICALI OSSERVAZIONI 
 F Non rispettato 
  (S.G. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato 
  S.G. PR) 
 ? Rispettato 
  (S.G. R)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DEL PARAMENTO 
3.1  ELEMENTI  LAPIDEI 
3.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  3.1.2  Provenienza  3.1.3  Lavorazione 3.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 F Arenaria ?  Calcare 
 F Travertino F  Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F  Mattoni crudi 
 F Altro _____________________ 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 ? Cava 
 F Assente 
 F Appena sbozzata 
 ? Spigoli finiti e faccia vista non 
  lavorata 
 ? Buono  
F Mediocre  
F Cattivo 
F Pessimo 
3.1.5 Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 3.1.6 Dimensioni degli elementi 
 F Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 ? Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
F Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialmente rispettato  (D.EL) 
  15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
? Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
3.2  MALTA  3.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
3.2.1 Funzione  
 F Allettamento ? Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
3.2.2 Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F Friabile 
 ? Compatta F Tenace 
3.2.3 Colore malta grigio chiaro 
3.2.5 Tipo di aggregato 
 ? Sabbia F Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
3.2.6  Forma dell’aggregato 
 ? Arrotondata 
 F Spigolosa 
3.2.4 Colore aggr.  __ grigio chiaro_
 
 ? Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 F Rispettato (MA. R)   
   
 
 
  
Pietre 
Vuoti 
Malta 
Vegetazione
Mattoni 
Intonaco
 
SCHEDA SEZIONE   N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
4. SEZIONE MURARIA 
4.1 FOTO DELLA SEZIONE MURARIA SEZIONE A-A – Restituzione grafica SEZIONE B-B - Restituzione grafica 
   
Osservazioni Valori in percentuale: pietre, malta, vuoti Istogramma con i valori di pietre, malta, vuoti 
   
 
4.1 RUOLO STRUTTUR. 4.2 TIPOLOGIA 4.3 TIPO DI SEZIONE 4.4 SPESSORE SEZIONE 
 F Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 F In pietra 
 F In mattoni 
 F In blocchi di tufo 
 F In blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
 F Paramento unico               F 3 paramenti 
 F 2 paramenti accostati 
 F 2 paramenti parzialmente  
  ammorsati 
 F 2 paramenti ammorsati 
 F Sp. Sezione cm |__|__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento DX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento SX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Interno cm |__|__| 
4.5 PRESENZA DI ZEPPE 4.6 PRESENZA DI DIATONI O LEGAMENTI 
 F Non rispettato (PZ. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (PZ. PR) 
 F Rispettato (PZ .R) 
 F Non rispettato (P.D. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (P.D. PR) 
 F Rispettato (P.D .R) 
4.7  VUOTI / ORIZONTAMENTI OSSERVAZIONI 
4.7.1  DISTRIBUZIONE VUOTI 
 F Assenti F  Localizzati  
 F  Distribuiti 
 
4.7.2  DIMENSIONE VUOTI 
 F Piccole (<1 cm) 
 F  Medie  (1÷5 cm)  
 F  Grandi (<5 cm 
 
4.7.3  ORIZZONTAMENTI 
 F Assenti 
F Presenti ogni  cm  |__|__| 
 
  
 
5. CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DELLA SEZIONE 
3.1  ELEMENTI LAPIDEI 
5.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  5.1.2  Provenienza  5.1.3  Lavorazione 5.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 F Arenaria F Calcare 
 F Travertino F Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F Mattoni crudi F Altro 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 F Cava 
 F Assente 
 F Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti faccia vista non lavor. 
 F Buono F  Mediocre 
 F Cattivo F  Pessimo 
5.1.5  Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 5.1.6  Dimensioni degli elementi 
 F Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 F Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
 F Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialm. rispettato (D.EL) 15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
F Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
5.2  MALTA   
5.2.1  Funzione  
 F Allettamento F  Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
5.2.2  Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F  Friabile 
 F Compatta F  Tenace 
5.2.3  Colore malta ____________ 
5.2.4 Tipo di aggregato 
 F Sabbia F  Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
5.2.5  Forma dell’aggregato 
 F Arrotondata 
 F Spigolosa 
5.2.6  Colore aggr.  ____________ 
5.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 F Rispettato (MA. R) 
  
  
[inserire un’immagine della 
sezione muraria] [restituzione grafica della sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del lato visibile] 
[restituzione grafica della 
sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del secondo lato visibile, 
se eseguito smontaggio] 
[inserire lo schema grafico 
della sezione con indicazione 
degli orizzontamenti] 
TIPOLOGIA MURARIA  N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 DESCRIZIONE DETTAGLIA E COMPLESSIVA DELLA TIPOLOGIA MURARIA CON OSSERVAZIONI QUALITATIVE                          Parte Terza 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ATTRIBUZIONE DI UNA DELLE TIPOLOGIE MURARIE  
Muratura a conci di pietra tenera (tufo, calcarenite, ecc.) (Ord. 3274/2005) 
Muratura a blocchi squadrati di pietra tenera (tufo, calcarenite, ecc.) (RELUIS) 
 
 
  
 
Definizione contenuta 
nell'ordinanza 3274/2005, 
nella tabella 11.D.1 e in 
tabella C8B.1 della NTC 
14.01.08).
Proposta di modifica della 
definizione di tipologia 
(RELUIS)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra non 
tenera
Muratura in mattoni pieni e 
malta di calce Nessuna modifica
Muratura in pietre a spacco 
con buona tessitura
Muratura in pietre a 
spacco (anche di forma 
irregolare) con buona 
tessitura (pietre ben 
ammorsate)  
Muratura a conci di pietra 
tenera (tufo, calcarenite, 
ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra tenera 
(tufo, calcarenite, ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi lapidei 
squadrati
Esempi di tessiture murarie
Muratura in pietrame 
disordinata (ciottoli, pietre 
erratiche e irregolari)
Muratura in pietrame 
(ciottoli, pietre erratiche, 
ecc.), disordinata per 
forma, dimensione e tipo 
di materiale degli 
elementi. Muratura a lisca 
pesce
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
con paramento di limitato 
spessore e nucleo interno
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
di dimensioni variabili e 
con prevalenza di filari  
orizzontali
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Tabella C8B.1 (bozza di istruzioni per la compilazione 
delle Norme Tecniche per le Costruzioni NTC del 
14.01.08). 
Proposta di modifica di alcune definizioni di tipologia muraria, relative 
solo agli edifici storici, con schema grafico identificativo. 
Proposta di odifica di alcune definizioni di tipologia uraria, relative 
solo agli edifici storici, con sche a grafico identificativo. 
 
PROGETTO 
 
Rete dei Laboratori di Ingegneria 
Sismica 
LINEA 10 
 
PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEI MINISTRI - DIPARTIMENTO DELLA PROTEZIONE CIVILE 
Ufficio III - Valutazione, Prevenzione e Mitigazione del Rischio Sismico e Attività ed Opere Post-emergenza 
 
POLIMI - DIS 
 
CNR - ITC 
SCHEDA DI 1° LIVELLO PER IL RILIEVO 
DELLA TIPOLOGIA E DELLA QUALITÀ DELLA MURATURA 
1.  UBICAZIONE / IDENTIFICAZIONE Spazio riservato |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|
Aggregato n° |__|__|__|__| 
Edificio n° |__|__| 
Data |__|__|/|__|__|/|__|__| 
N° Paramenti |__|__| 
N° Sezioni |__|__| 
  Codici  ISTAT 
Regione ABRUZZO |__|__| 
Provincia L’AQUILA |__|__|__| 
Comune L’AQUILA                                                |__|__|__| 
Fraz./Loc.  
DATI CATASTALI Foglio |__|__|__| Allegato |__|__| 
Particelle |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| |__|__|__|__| 
Coordinate geografiche (ED50 – UTM 32-33) 
E |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| Fuso 
Indirizzo  
                                                          N° Civico |__|__|__|__|__| 
Sezione Censuaria |__|__|__|__| N |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__|__| |__|__| 
Denominazione ____Chiesa di San Marco_______________________ 
 __________________________________________________________ 
Epoca di 
costruzione 
?<1919
?  ‘72÷’81 
?  ‘19÷’45 
?  ‘82÷’91 
?  ‘46÷’61 
?  ‘92÷’01 
?  ‘61÷’71 
?______  
 
POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA GENERALE   POSIZIONE DELL’EDIFICIO - PLANIMETRIA PARTICOLARE   
Scala : 1: Scala : 1:
 
FOTO EDIFICIO FOTO EDIFICIO 
 
Parte prima 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MUARTURA NELLA PIANTA DELL’EDIFICIO 
0 2 5 10
CD1 CD3CD4CD2
CD5
CD6
 
 
 POSIZIONE DEL CAMPIONE DI MURATURA SUL PROSPETTO DELLA PARETE 
Prospetto Via dei Neri
CD6
0 2 5 10  
 
FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD6 FOTO LOCALIZZAZIONE CAMPIONE CD6 
 
SCHEDA PARAMENTO  N°  |__|__| ISTAT Pr./Com. |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
2.  TESSITURA DEL PARAMENTO                                                                                                               Parte seconda
  
  
Foto e disegni    scala 1:20 
Legenda: 
 
 
2.1  RUOLO STRUTTURALE 2.2  TIPOLOGIA 2.6  APPARECCHIATURA / ORIZZONTALITÀ DEI FILARI 
? Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 ? Pietra F Altro 
 F Mattoni F Altro 
 F Blocchi di tufo  
 F Blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
2.3  RICORSI 2.4  ORIZZONT./ LISTATATURE 
 Assenti ?   
 Presenti  F ogni m. |  |.|  | 
2.5  ZEPPE 
 Assenti ? 
 Presenti F  ogni m. |__|.|__| 
 F In elementi più grandi 
 F In mattoni 
 F In cls 
 Assenti ? F In pietra F In cotto 
 F Irregolare  
 (Orizzontamenti NR)  
 F A corsi sub-orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti PR) 
 ? A corsi orizzontali 
 (Orizzontamenti R)  
 
 
 
 
2.7  SFALSAMENTO DEI GIUNTI VERTICALI OSSERVAZIONI 
 F Non rispettato 
  (S.G. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato 
  S.G. PR) 
 ? Rispettato 
  (S.G. R)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DEL PARAMENTO 
3.1  ELEMENTI  LAPIDEI 
3.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  3.1.2  Provenienza  3.1.3  Lavorazione 3.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 F Arenaria ?  Calcare 
 F Travertino F  Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F  Mattoni crudi 
 F Altro _____________________ 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 ? Cava 
 F Assente 
 ? Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti e faccia vista non 
  lavorata 
 ? Buono  
F Mediocre  
F Cattivo 
F Pessimo 
3.1.5 Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 3.1.6 Dimensioni degli elementi 
 F Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 ? Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
? Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialmente rispettato  (D.EL) 
  15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
F Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
3.2  MALTA  3.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
3.2.1 Funzione  
 F Allettamento ? Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
3.2.2 Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F Friabile 
 ? Compatta F Tenace 
3.2.3 Colore malta grigio scuro 
3.2.5 Tipo di aggregato 
 ? Sabbia F Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
3.2.6  Forma dell’aggregato 
 ? Arrotondata 
 F Spigolosa 
3.2.4 Colore aggr.  __ grigio scuro_ 
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 ? Rispettato (MA. R)   
   
 
a 
  
Pietre 
Vuoti 
Malta 
Vegetazione
Mattoni 
Intonaco
a 
SCHEDA SEZIONE   N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
4. SEZIONE MURARIA 
4.1 FOTO DELLA SEZIONE MURARIA SEZIONE A-A – Restituzione grafica SEZIONE B-B - Restituzione grafica 
   
Osservazioni Valori in percentuale: pietre, malta, vuoti Istogramma con i valori di pietre, malta, vuoti 
   
 
4.1 RUOLO STRUTTUR. 4.2 TIPOLOGIA 4.3 TIPO DI SEZIONE 4.4 SPESSORE SEZIONE 
 F Muratura d’ambito 
 F Muratura di spina 
 F Pilastro 
 F Tamponamento 
 F Muratura interna 
 F In pietra 
 F In mattoni 
 F In blocchi di tufo 
 F In blocchi di cls 
 F Mista 
 F Paramento unico               F 3 paramenti 
 F 2 paramenti accostati 
 F 2 paramenti parzialmente  
  ammorsati 
 F 2 paramenti ammorsati 
 F Sp. Sezione cm |__|__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento DX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Paramento SX cm |__|__| 
 F Sp. Interno cm |__|__| 
4.5 PRESENZA DI ZEPPE 4.6 PRESENZA DI DIATONI O LEGAMENTI 
 F Non rispettato (PZ. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (PZ. PR) 
 F Rispettato (PZ .R) 
 F Non rispettato (P.D. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (P.D. PR) 
 F Rispettato (P.D .R) 
4.7  VUOTI / ORIZONTAMENTI OSSERVAZIONI 
4.7.1  DISTRIBUZIONE VUOTI 
 F Assenti F  Localizzati  
 F  Distribuiti 
 
4.7.2  DIMENSIONE VUOTI 
 F Piccole (<1 cm) 
 F  Medie  (1÷5 cm)  
 F  Grandi (<5 cm 
 
4.7.3  ORIZZONTAMENTI 
 F Assenti 
F Presenti ogni  cm  |__|__| 
 
  
 
5. CARATTERIZZAZIONE MATERIALI DELLA SEZIONE 
3.1  ELEMENTI LAPIDEI 
5.1.1  Tipo di Elemento  5.1.2  Provenienza  5.1.3  Lavorazione 5.1.4  Stato di conservazione 
 F Arenaria F Calcare 
 F Travertino F Tufo 
 F Mattoni cotti F Mattoni crudi F Altro 
 F Scavo locale 
 F Greto del fiume 
 F Cava 
 F Assente 
 F Appena sbozzata 
 F Spigoli finiti faccia vista non lavor. 
 F Buono F  Mediocre 
 F Cattivo F  Pessimo 
5.1.5  Regolarità (forma) degli elementi 5.1.6  Dimensioni degli elementi 
 F Non rispettato (R.EL. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (R.EL. PR) 
 F Rispettato (R.EL. R) 
 F Non rispettato (D.EL)  < 15 cm 
F Parzialm. rispettato (D.EL) 15 cm ÷ 25 cm 
F Rispettato  (D.EL)      > 25 cm 
 
5.2  MALTA   
5.2.1  Funzione  
 F Allettamento F  Stilatura 
 F  Riempimento 
5.2.2  Consistenza  
 F Incoerente F  Friabile 
 F Compatta F  Tenace 
5.2.3  Colore malta ____________ 
5.2.4 Tipo di aggregato 
 F Sabbia F  Ghiaietto 
 F Ghiaia  
5.2.5  Forma dell’aggregato 
 F Arrotondata 
 F Spigolosa 
5.2.6  Colore aggr.  ____________ 
5.2.7 Qualità della malta /Stato di conservazione  /Aderenza 
 
 F Non rispettato (MA. NR) 
 F Parzialmente rispettato (MA. PR) 
 F Rispettato (MA. R) 
  
  
[inserire un’immagine della 
sezione muraria] [restituzione grafica della sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del lato visibile] 
[restituzione grafica della 
sezione muraria riportata in 
scala, del secondo lato visibile, 
se eseguito smontaggio] 
[inserire lo schema grafico 
della sezione con indicazione 
degli orizzontamenti] 
TIPOLOGIA MURARIA  N°  |__|__| Param. N° |__|__| ISTAT  |__|__|__| / |__|__|__| Aggr. |__|__|__|__| Edificio |__|__| 
 
 DESCRIZIONE DETTAGLIA E COMPLESSIVA DELLA TIPOLOGIA MURARIA CON OSSERVAZIONI QUALITATIVE                          Parte Terza 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ATTRIBUZIONE DI UNA DELLE TIPOLOGIE MURARIE  
Muratura a conci di pietra tenera (tufo, calcarenite, ecc.) (Ord. 3274/2005) 
Muratura a blocchi squadrati di pietra tenera (tufo, calcarenite, ecc.) (RELUIS) 
 
 
  
 
Definizione contenuta 
nell'ordinanza 3274/2005, 
nella tabella 11.D.1 e in 
tabella C8B.1 della NTC 
14.01.08).
Proposta di modifica della 
definizione di tipologia 
(RELUIS)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra non 
tenera
Muratura in mattoni pieni e 
malta di calce Nessuna modifica
Muratura in pietre a spacco 
con buona tessitura
Muratura in pietre a 
spacco (anche di forma 
irregolare) con buona 
tessitura (pietre ben 
ammorsate)  
Muratura a conci di pietra 
tenera (tufo, calcarenite, 
ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi 
squadrati di pietra tenera 
(tufo, calcarenite, ecc.)
Muratura a blocchi lapidei 
squadrati
Esempi di tessiture murarie
Muratura in pietrame 
disordinata (ciottoli, pietre 
erratiche e irregolari)
Muratura in pietrame 
(ciottoli, pietre erratiche, 
ecc.), disordinata per 
forma, dimensione e tipo 
di materiale degli 
elementi. Muratura a lisca 
pesce
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
con paramento di limitato 
spessore e nucleo interno
Muratura a conci sbozzati, 
di dimensioni variabili e 
con prevalenza di filari  
orizzontali
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
100 cm0cm
1
0
0
 cm
 
 
Tabella C8B.1 (bozza di istruzioni per la compilazione 
delle Norme Tecniche per le Costruzioni NTC del 
14.01.08). 
Proposta di modifica di alcune definizioni di tipologia muraria, relative 
solo agli edifici storici, con schema grafico identificativo. 
t  i ifi  i l  fi i i i i ti l i  i , l ti  
l  li ifi i t i i,   fi  i tifi ti . 
 
